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RESUME

On décrit systématiquement des méthodes géophysiques selon le
principe physique et le mode opératoire de chaque méthode, le type de
reseignement produit, les limites de nature technique et/ou économique et
l'applicabilité de l'évaluation de la masse rocheuse dans les zones de
recherches où ont lieu les travaux du Programme de Gestion des Déchets de
Combustible Nucléaire. Les méthodes gêophysiques se divisent en trois
catégories: (1) levés aéroportés et autres levés d'exploration, (2) levés
(terrestres) précis ou superficiels et (3) levés en sondages ou souterrains.
On résume les rôles possibles de chaque méthode dans les processus de
sélection et d'évaluation des sites conduisant au choix d'un site
d'évacuation.
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ABSTRACT

Geophysical methods are systematically described according to the
physical principle and operational mode of each method, the type of informa-
tion produced, limitations of a technical and/or economic nature, and the
applicability of the method to rock-mass evaluation at Research Areas of the
Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program. The geophysical methods fall into
three categories: (1) airborne and other reconnaissance surveys, (2)
detailed or surface (ground) surveys, and (3) borehole or subsurface
surveys. The possible roles of each method in the site-screening and
site-evaluation processes of disposal vault site selection are summarized.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The joint Energy, Mines and Resources/Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited (EMR/AECL) geoscience segment of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste
Management Program (NFWMP) is organized in an Activity/Task structure
(Scott, 1979) comprising Geological, Geophysical and Rock Properties activi-
ties. This report describes methods currently employed in the Geophysical
Activity of the NFWMP.

1.1 OBJECTIVES OF GEOPHYSICAL ACTIVITY

The general scientific objectives of the joint EMR/AECL Geophysi-
cal Activity of the NFWMP are as follows:

- to characterize the structure, lithology, physical properties,
fracture pathways and long-term stability of selected crystal-
line rock masses,

- to adapt, improve or develop geophysical methods for site char-
acterization, and

- to provide geophysical inputs for predictive transport models
of the geosphere containing hypothetical disposal vaults.

1.2 GEOPHYSICAL METHODS

Geophysical methods have been an integral and essential part of
mineral and petroleum exploration for over half a century. Each of the many
available geophysical exploration techniques, as well as those currently
under development, whether applied from airborne or surface platforms or by
emplacement in boreholes, are based upon the measurement of some physical or
physico-chemical property of the minerals and/or fluids contained within the
rock mass. Some techniques, such as gravity and magnetic methods are capa-
ble of measuring the natural variations in the earth's gravity and magnetic
fields; others, such as electrical and reflection or refraction seismic
methods require external sources of energy to provide a signal that can be
detected and recorded.

All geophysical techniques, regardless of operational platform or
underlying principle, attempt to measure a natural or induced signal that
can be interpreted as a variation or "anomaly" in comparison with signals
received from the "background" levels produced by the rock mass. Such anom-
alous signals may be produced by concentrations of metallic mineral deposits
having greater electrical conductivity or magnetic susceptibility than their
host rock, an increase or decrease in specific gravity denoting a variation
in rock type, or a variation in acoustical properties indicative of more
intense fracturing or change in rock type. Since many of the plutonic igne-
ous rock masses being studied as part of the generic research for the NFWMP
are relatively homogeneous and the geological targets of interest (features
such as fractures, faults, joints, contacts and other discontinuities within
the rock mass) are often not particularly anomalous, the responses of these
targets to geophysical exploration techniques are generally weak. Accord-
ingly, a significant part of the geophysical research being carried out
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under the NFWMP is directed to the development of improvements in geophysi-
cal methodology and processing and interpretation of data to meet the speci-
fic information requirements of the program. In addition, effort is being
devoted to the development and application of new geophysical techniques,
such as radar and measurement of rock-mass responses to earth tides, as an
aid to improved characterization of plutonic igneous rock masses.

A relatively large number of geophysical exploration techniques
are available and have been applied both in the field and, as appropriate,
in the laboratory to the study of rock masses and rock specimens at or from
the various Research Areas under investigation in the NFWMP. Therefore, it
is appropriate that an assessment of the applicability and limitations of
these techniques be undertaken. In the following sections of this report
each of the geophysical methods is systematically described according to the
principle and operational mode for the method, types of information pro-
duced, limitations of a technical and/or economic nature and the applica-
bility of the method to rock-mass evaluations. These descriptions form the
basis for an assessment of geophysical methods applied to the NFWMP. How-
ever, in attempting to assess the applicability of geophysical methodology,
it must be remembered that geophysical methods are seldom capable of affor-
ding "unique solutions" to specific field problems and that the wide variety
of geological settings of interest for research under the NFWMP will require
combinations of geophysical methods that will be entirely site specific in
terms of applicability. Further, a complete assessment of geophysical
methodology cannot be undertaken without interpretation of the geophysical
data in light of complementary geological and related geoscience data, the
provision of which is beyond the scope of this report.

REFERENCE

Scott, J.S. 1979. EMR program for geological disposal of high-level radio-
active wastes. _In_ Barnes, C.R. (ed.), Disposal of High-Level Radioac-
tive Waste: the Canadian Geoscience Program. Geol. Surv. Can. Paper
79-10, 13-20.
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2. AEROMAGNETIC SURVEYS

by P.J. Hood, Geological Survey of Canada (EMR)

2.1 DESCRIPTION

Aeromagnetic surveys are carried out to map the small changes in
the total field strength and vertical gradient of the earth's magnetic field
in a horizontal plane a short distance above the earth's surface. These
small changes (or anomalies) of the magnetic field reflect the variations in
the content of the magnetic iron oxide, magnetite, in the underlying igneous
rocks. Because a given rock formation usually contains a small amount of
widely disseminated magnetite whose average concentration is usually slight-
ly different from that of adjacent rock formations, it can be distinguished
and delineated by mapping the associated magnetic field variations.

The geophysical parameter of rock formations that produces mag-
netic anomalies is called magnetization. It is produced by two components:
the first is the rémanent (or permanent) magnetism of the rock formation,
which is usually acquired when the rock is first formed; the second is the
induced magnetism, produced by the earth's magnetic field. These "hard" and
"soft" components, respectively, correspond quite closely to the permanent
magnetism of a magnet and the magnetism that can be induced in a piece of
soft iron in contact with a magnet.

Figure 2-1 illustrates a typical geophysical anomaly that would be
produced by a buried rock mass, and observed not only by the aeromagnetic
survey technique but by airborne geophysical methods in general.

To carry out aeromagnetic surveys, a magnetometer is mounted in a
survey aircraft well away from other ferrous objects such as the engines.
The best location has been found to be in a boom system, which extends back-
wards from the tail section of the aircraft (see Figure 2-1). For vertical
gradient surveys, two magnetometers in separate booms are utilized
(Figure 2-2). The vertical gradient is obtained by taking the difference of
the total field readings at any instant and dividing the resultant by the
separation of the magnetometers. Such a procedure automatically removes the
small time-varying component of the earth's magnetic field usually referred
to as the diurnal (or daily) variation, which is due to the charged parti-
cles emitted by the sun coming into the influence of the earth's magnetic
field. Although proton precession magnetometers are the most commonly uti-
lized aeromagnetic instruments for standard sensitivity surveys, (see
Table 1 in Hood, 1983), they do not possess the sensitivity required for
gradiometer surveys. Consequently, for high-sensitivity surveys, such as
those done at AECL Research Areas, optical absorption magnetometers having
an order-of-magnitude higher sensitivity are used. Other equipment mounted
in the survey aircraft include the necessary navigation equipment comprising
a radar altimeter and digital data recording equipment; magnetic tape is the
common recording medium.

To accurately map the variations in the earth's magnetic field, a
series of parallel flight lines are flown to cover the survey area and these
are normally oriented in either a north-south or east-west direction to
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FIGURE 2-1: Application of Airborne Geophysical Survey Techniques to the
Detection of Subsurface Rock Formations or Ore Bodies. AP is
the physical parameter measured by the geophysical instrument
installed in the survey aircraft; h is the height (or altitude)
of the survey aircraft. The resultant geophysical profile
rises to a peak above the buried feature (rock mass or ore
body) from the background value of the geophysical parameter in
the survey area, and the resultant signature is called an
anomaly.
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FIGURE 2-2: Beechcraft B80 Aircraft of the Geological Survey of Canada on
Which is Mounted a Twin-Boom Magnetometer System for Measure-
ment of the Vertical Gradient of the Earth's Magnetic Field (as
well as the total field itself)
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cross the geological strike as close to an orthogonal angle as possible.
For Research Area surveys where a high level of detail is required, a flying
height of 150 m and flight spacing of 300 m is used. This 2:1 ratio between
survey altitude and line spacing is required to achieve high quality in the
final contoured maps portraying the magnetic variations. The flight path of
the survey aircraft is ascertained from 35-mm film taken during the flight
operations. The flight path is plotted on a stable base copy of a topo-
graphic map and this information is then digitized and combined with the
rest of the digital data for final computer processing.

2.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

The total-field and vertical-gradient results are normally presen-
ted in contour map form (Figure 2-3). In addition, colour interval maps are
produced using an Applicon three ink-jet drum plotter. The ink jets dis-
pense a combination of red, yellow and/or blue ink, depending on the ampli-
tude of magnetic value and the particular colour scheme utilized in a
raster-like fashion on a sheet of paper rotating on a drum. For the total-
field data, a colour scheme based on the spectrum of white light in 39
colour intervals is used with red at the high positive end and blue at the
low end, each colour interval representing 10 gammas. Thus, fairly subtle
gradational shades that accurately reflect the slight magnetization con-
trasts between adjacent rock formations can be portrayed on the final colour
map.

The colour scheme for the vertical gradient map is similar to that
for the total-field map. However, alternating light and dark colour shades
are used to emphasize the internal shape of anomalies. The vertical gradi-
ent values are normally contoured with a 0.025-gamma/m contour interval. A
bright yellow shade is assigned to the ± 0.025 gamma values on either side
of the zero gradient value to facilitate the mapping of vertical contacts
between rock formations which, in general, are delineated by the zero gradi-
ent contour.

The resultant colour maps are much more readily interprétable in a
qualitative sense than are the classical contour (line) maps. For instance,
a basic intrusive will usually appear as an oval high (red); a granite in-
trusive often appears as an oval low (green) because many (but not all)
granites have a low magnetite content. Diabase dykes are usually readily
apparent because they produce long narrow anomalies.

Quantitative methods of determining the dimensions and magnetiza-
tion of the causative body producing a given anomaly have advanced to a
fairly sophisticated stage. There are many interpretation techniques that
can be employed (Hood et al. 1979), but among the most powerful are those in
which a self-adjusting method is employed to fit a theoretical anomaly to
the observed anomaly by a least-squares technique.

2.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

Not only is there a limit to the size of geological features that
can be detected, but the detectability of geological features is also depen-
dent on their having magnetic properties contrasting with the surrounding
formations. The magnetic properties of samples of Precambrian rock
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FIGURE 2-3: Comparison of Contoured Total-Field (left) and Vertical-Gradient
Results from the Precambrian Shield of Northern Manitoba (NTS 63J/12)
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formations 1 m in size and smaller are usually quite variable. By obtaining
the survey data a short distance (150 m) away from the somewhat heterogene-
ous rock, formations, however, their magnetic properties appear more homogen-
eous. In other words, aeromagnetic survey data essentially average the
magnetic properties of underlying rock formations, and we consider that the
integrated effect of the average magnetic properties of 10-m-size cubes is
measured. That is what aeromagnetic surveys do, in effect, and that is
their great advantage, albeit with some loss of (incoherent) fine detail.

2.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

The aeromagnetic survey technique is primarily an aid to detailed
geological mapping and, as such, these surveys should be carried out in the
first phase of any investigation. It is particularly useful where there is
extensive overburden, and it provides a continuity of information in an
areal sense, at relatively low cost, that is impossible to achieve by other
techniques. The aeromagnetic gradiometer technique has a number of distinct
advantages over (single-sensor) total-field surveying, which may be sum-
marized as follows (Hood, 1981; Hood et al., 1982):

(1) superior resolution of anomalies produced by closely spaced geolo-
gical formations (this fact is well demonstrated in Figure 2-3);

(2) anomalies produced by near-surface features are emphasized with
respect to those resulting from more deeply buried rock forma-
tions;

(3) direct delineation of vertical contacts by the zero gradient con-
tour value, i.e., vertical contact mapper; and

(4) regional gradient of the Earth's magnetic field and diurnal varia-
tion are automatically removed.

In addition, the recent availability of digital colour plotters
has permitted the results of vertical gradiometer surveys to be displayed in
a colour contoured format that greatly assists the qualitative interpreta-
tion of the resulting data because subtle gradational changes can be por-
trayed which usually relate to the underlying (near-surface) geology. Thus
the combination of the vertical gradiometer technique (with its closer line
spacing and lower flight elevation) and the digital colour plotter has re-
sulted in an end product that is much superior to standard sensitivity
total-field contour maps in unravelling areas of complex geology. Indeed,
when the gradiometer results are colour contoured using a device such as the
Applicon colour plotter, the end product is, in essence, a pseudogeological
map, and it is an objective one that will not change with time. In fact, it
is easy to demonstrate the very high repeatability of magnetic survey data.

2.5 GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEYS

Ground magnetic surveys are usually carried out to investigate, in
more detail, individual anomalies that appear on the aeromagnetic maps. A
suitable set of survey lines is laid out across the anomaly, usually with a
100-m spacing. Survey pegs are positioned about 50 m apart along the lines
and readings are taken every 10 ra, except where the magnetic relief is
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considerable; then readings are taken every 5 tn. The most commonly utilized
ground survey magnetometer is the proton precession type and several micro-
processor-controlled instruments are in production that measure the vertical
gradient (see for instance Hood 1983). It is also no longer necessary to
record the readings with notebook and pencil, since state-of-the-art ground
magnetometers now have internal memories that can record several thousand
readings. The data can be read out in the evening and plotted in profile
form. The compilation of the data can be done on the computer in a fashion
similar to that employed for aeromagnetic data.

REFERENCES
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3. GRAVITY METHOD

by R.A. Gibb and M.D. Thomas, Earth Physics Branch (EMR)

3.1 DESCRIPTION

Gravity surveys are made to determine the shape, thickness and/or
depth of geological structures. The success of the method depends critical-
ly on the difference or contrast In density between the structure of inter-
est and the surrounding rocks. The average density of upper crustal rocks
is about 2.70 g/cm3. Thus, for example, granitic plutons with a mean densi-
ty of about 2.66 g/cm3 generally have a negative density contrast and pro-
duce negative gravity anomalies whereas mafic plutons (~2.90 g/cm3) produce
positive gravity anomalies. A gravity anomaly is the difference between a
measured value of the acceleration of gravity and a theoretically calculated
value of gravity at any point on the Earth's surface. Before the observed
value of gravity (go^s) can be compared with the theoretical value (g<()) at
sea level, it must be corrected or reduced to sea level by adding a free-air
correction (FA). FA = 0.3086h where 0.3086 mGal/m (1 mGal = 10"3 Gal =
10 m/s ) is the vertical gradient of gravity and h is the height of the
gravity station above sea level. Thus the free-air gravity anomaly is given
by

A^FA = Sobs + FA - g<D.

In structural studies, in exploration work and in studies undertaken within
the NFWHP, the Bouguer gravity anomaly is used. It incorporates a second
correction to take account of the additional downward attraction of a hori-
zontal slab of rock of density a and uniform thickness h, equal to the
height of the station above sea level. This correction Is called the
Bouguer correction (B). B = 21*0011, where G is the gravitational constant.
The Bouguer anomaly is given by

^ B = «obs + FA - B - g*.

In rugged terrain a further correction (T), which takes account of devia-
tions of the topography from a horizontal slab, is required. This correc-
tion, when employed, is added to the observed gravity value.

Portable gravity meters are used to determine differences in the
acceleration of gravity at discrete points on the surface of the Earth.
Modern gravity meters can measure gravity with a precision of 0.01 mGal, an
amount that is roughly equivalent to 1/100 000 000th of the Earth's attrac-
tion. Gravity measurements may be made at points on a regular grid,
suitably scaled to the size of the geological feature(s) being investigated,
or in the case of two-dimensional features (length-to-width ratio roughly
4:1 or greater) along a single traverse normal to the feature. Because
gravity varies with elevation and latitude, it is important that horizontal
and vertical positions of gravity stations be determined accurately. In
addition, contoured topographic maps covering the area of interest are re-
quired to compute terrain corrections. If superficial deposits are wide-
spread and the focus of investigation is the underlying bedrock, an isopach
map of these deposits, if available, may be used to correct the gravity
anomalies for variations in overburden thickness. The collection of rock
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samples is an integral part of a gravity survey. The samples are weighed to
determine rock densities, which are then used to estimate the mean densities
of rock units in the area under investigation.

3.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

Normally a Bouguer gravity anomaly contour map or profile is pro-
duced. The unit of measurement of Bouguer anomalies is the mGal, and in
detailed or local surveys, anomalies are usually presented to the nearest
0.01 mGal. In the case of relatively local gravity surveys, the Bouguer
anomalies often have two or more components; one is related to deep and/or
regional-scale structures, and must be removed by mathematical or graphical
methods to enhance the residual anomalies, which are related to local struc-
ture. By combining density with other geophysical and geological informa-
tion, it is possible to model the variations in the Bouguer gravity field
quantitatively in terms of geological structure. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 illus-
trate results from the East Bull Lake Research Area. Figure 3-1 shows the
residual anomaly (Watson 1982) associated with the East Bull Lake gabbroic
pluton, and Figure 3-2 shows a geological section of the pluton interpreted
from a north-south gravity profile (Reeves 1983).

3.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

The method depends critically on the existence of a significant
density contrast between the feature being studied and the surrounding or
host rocks. An important related limitation is the ability to estimate
accurately the mean density of a given rock unit from hand samples. This is
especially critical where density contrasts are small. The distance (r) of
the body from the observation point is also a critical factor as the signal
is a function of l/r2. The uniqueness of a given model or interpretation is
limited by the nature and number of independent constraints, e.g., surface
geological boundaries and other known geometrical and geophysical
parameters.

3.4 LOGISTIC CONSTRAINTS

The following remarks (Sections 3.4 to 3.6) refer to gravity sur-
veys done on foot; reconnaissance helicopter and shipborne surveys are des-
cribed by Gibb and Thomas (1977). Gravity meters are quite portable and may
be carried by one person through fairly rugged terrain. However, cutlines
are generally a requirement in the bush, not only to facilitate travel for a
gravity meter operator, but to provide access and sightlines for surveying
crews who have the responsibility for determining the horizontal and verti-
cal positions of the gravity stations. While a gravity meter may be trans-
ported by one person the presence of a second person is required for reasons
of safety, rock sampling, and transportation of samples, tripods» sledge
hammers and possibly altimeters. There are no seasonal limitations to
gravity surveying.

3.5 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

The main advantage of the gravity method is that it can be used to
model crustal structure in cross section or in three dimensions. The shape,
thickness and/or depth of individual geological bodies can be estimated when
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FIGURE 3-2: Two-Diraensional Model of Gabbro-Anorthosite Pluton, East Bull
Lake (after Reeves 1983)

density control is good and where independent constraints are available.
Besides being able to model the gross shapes of such bodies as granitic
plutons, the method can provide information on local mass distributions
within a pluton, and on hidden structure or included "foreign" bodies.
Because of its depth penetration, gravity is a good method for testing the
uniformity (or homogeneity) of a rock mass. Faults may be outlined if they
separate lithologies having a significant difference in density.

3.6 COSTS

Gravity survey
as site location, access
and season of the year.
are in the range of $30-
nature of the foregoing
gravity stations, i.e.,
$1.00 to $1.50 per metre
physical and geological

costs are site specific and depend on such factors
, density of tree cover, relief, terrain conditions,
Costs of observing gravity and vertical positioning
70 per station (1983 dollars) depending on the
variables. Cost of horizontal positioning of
line cutting and staking, etc., is in the range

This is normally a shared cost with other geo-
surveys.
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4. REGIONAL SEISMICITY

by P.W. Basham, Earth Physics Branch (EM)

4.1 DESCRIPTION

Compilation, synthesis and Interpretation of regional geology and
geophysics, selsmicity, crustal stress, Landsat, geodetic and physiographic
data are required to assess regional seismotectonics and earthquake poten-
tial over long periods of time. When a site for a disposal vault is selec-
ted, these Investigations would be intensified near the site and the
information used to derive seismic ground motion characteristics necessary
for earthquake-resistant design.

4.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

Seismotectonic models are produced and can be used to assess
earthquake potential on a regional, and eventually site-specific, basis.

4.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

"Geological" assessments of earthquake potential over long periods
of time are limited by the difficulty of understanding the relations between
possible sources of stress and their expression as earthquakes occurring on
particular geological features. In particular, it will be necessary to
estimate the increased earthquake activity produced by the additional crus-
tal stresses due to glaciation and déglaciation. Judgement will inevitably
be required and the validity of the conclusions will depend strongly on the
degree of understanding of the geological framework of the site.

4.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

This research applies to assessment of crustal stability on a
regional basis in order to Identify potentially active structural features.
The nature of these structural features and their reaction to imposed stres-
ses (current ambient, glacial, excavation) in the vicinity of the vault will
be the largest scale "rock-mass evaluation".
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5. HIGH-RESOLUTION SEISMIC REFLECTION METHOD

by A. Green, Earth Physics Branch (EMR)

5.1 DESCRIPTION

Conventional seismic reflection techniques, as developed by the
oil exploration industry, have been modified slightly for application to the
NFWMP. The principal modifications are (1) reduction in maximum shot-to-
receiver offset and (2) 10- to 20-m receiver spacing. One of the techniques
of high-resolution seismics that has been used to date, MINI-SOSIE, has the
advantage of not requiring either drill-hole sources or explosives (it is a
nondamaging technique). This is a surface site-specific method.

5.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

Initially the data are recorded on digital tapes. There are two
or more intermediate stages of editing and processing, which require the
generation and storage of digital tapes. The final stage of processing
produces time seismic sections, which may be interpreted in terms of frac-
ture distributions in the depth range 0.2 to 2 km. Figures 5-1 to 5-4 are
examples of time seismic sections from the Underground Research Laboratory
(URL) and Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE) Research Area.

5.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

(1) It will only detect fracture zones with length dimensions compara-
ble to the wavelengths of the seismic signals used.

(2) Resolution can be as good as 5 to 10 m, depending on the frequen-
cies transmitted. Penetration and resolution are good for the
depth range 0.2 to 2 km.

(3) It requires sophisticated and expensive data processing.

(4) Thicknesses of overburden encountered in the Shield are not usu-
ally a problem.

5.4 LOGISTIC CONSTRAINTS

Using this method, it is preferable to have a road within 2 km of
any recording location, although for surveying in third-world countries the
recording systems are often made "portable". Relatively flat terrain is
also preferred.

5.5 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

High-resolution seismic reflection is one of the few (only) tech-
niques capable of detecting and mapping subhorizontal fractures using only
surface observations. With existing processing technology, however, it is
not useful for detecting most subvertical fractures.
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FIGURE 5-1: High-Resolution Seismic Reflection Section Recorded Along an
E-W Line at the URL Site. Receiver spacing was 5 m and data
were collected using a twelvefold common reflection point
configuration. Dynamite source. (after Green and Soonawala
1982).
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FIGURE 5-2: High-Resolution Seismic Reflection Section Recorded Along an
E-W Line at the WNRE Research Area. Receiver was 10 m and data
were collected using a twelvefold common reflection point
configuration. Mini-Sosie source. (after Green and Mair 1983)•
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FIGURE 5-4: As for Figure 5-2, Along a N-S Tie Line (after Green and Mair
1983)
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5.6 COSTS

The costs are highly variable, ranging from $3000/km for recon-
naissance surveys to $30 000/km for high-resolution surveys across bedrock
terrains.
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6. SUBSURFACE PROFILING RADAR

by L.S. Collett, Geological Survey of Canada (EMR)

6-1 DESCRIPTION

The name 'radar1 is an acronym for RAdio Detection And Ranging.
All radar systems have a transmitter that radiates electromagnetic energy.
If the radiated energy encounters an obstacle or a change In electrical
properties, part of the energy will be reflected back towards the source of
the signal. A receiver with an antenna will detect this reflected energy.
This signal can be utilized to detect the presence of an obstacle and its
depth. A reflecting target manifests itself by causing a signal to appear
at some delay time after the transmitter signal pulse has commenced. This
delay time is directly proportional to the propagation time required for the
signal to be radiated from the transmitter, travel to the target and return
to the receiver. Figure 6-1 illustrates the basic radar concept. The dis-
tance of the target from the system can be determined provided the propaga-
tion velocity in the medium is known. The seismic reflection method is a
good analogy to the radar concept.

To be able to penetrate geological materials radar must have a
lower frequency than the radar systems usually employed in ship and aircraft
applications, which propagate through the air with little or no attenuation.
In subsurface profiling radar the frequency range is from 1-500 MHz. The
propagation velocity and attenuation of the radar signal is affected by the
permittivity (dielectric constant) and the electrical conductivity of the
medium. The single major factor controlling the propagation of the signal
is the presence or absence of water. The high dielectric constant of water
is the dominant factor determining the conductivity of the material and
therefore the attenuation coefficient.

6.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

The graphic display of radar signals represents a time display of
the return signal from an object or layer exhibiting a contrast in electri-
cal properties to the surrounding medium. The velocity of propagation is
proportional to the reciprocal of the square root of the dielectric con-
stant. If the value of this property is known, then the velocity of propa-
gation can be calculated and hence the distance to the object or interface
is known. Since the radar technique is noncontact, the antennas can be
moved over the terrain by mounting them on a vehicle or by traversing on
foot. The raw data can also be recorded on magnetic tape and processed in
the laboratory for further analysis. The output is displayed as a profile
in time and, consequently, interpreted in terms of depth to soil horizons,
water table and bedrock, or to buried objects In the medium. It is the only
geophysical method that can detect the water table level directly.

6.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

With the present system 2 ra of clay totally absorbs the signal.
Return signals have been received through 30 m of crystalline rock and 30 m
of fresh-water ice. At the present time, the main limitations are the
portability, modular flexibility and transmitter power.
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6.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

From the surface, radar can penetrate coarse-grained material such
as sand and gravel to determine the depth to bedrock, as well as the water
table level. On outcrop, in shaft sinking or in underground tunnelling,
radar, particularly at higher frequencies around 1000 MHz, would be useful
to detect cracks and fractures. As the frequency increases so does the
resolution, which is desirable for the detection of cracks.
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7. SONAR SURVEYS

by N.M. Soonawala and A.L. Holloway (AECL)

7.1 DESCRIPTION

Sonar surveys provide information regarding the depth of lakes,
the thickness and character of the sub-bottom lake sediments and the topo-
graphy of the bedrock underlying the sediments. Several examples of such
surveys of the relatively small and shallow lakes of the Canadian Shield
have been reported by Shilts et al. (1976), Klassen and Shilts (1982) and
Shilts and Farrell (1982). Similar surveys of Lake Superior have been des-
cribed by Johnson (1980). It can be shown from first principles that when-
ever acoustic energy encounters an Interface separating media with differing
velocities, part of the energy is reflected, and the other part is trans-
mitted through the interface. A sonar system consists of a transmitter of
acoustic energy and a receiver. Since the signals are pulsed, a single
transducer usually performs both functions. The time that elapses between
the transmission of a pulse and the arrival of Its echo is measured. From
this the depth to the interface can be deduced if the velocity of acoustic
energy in the upper medium Is known. Since the velocity in water is fairly
constant, equipment can be calibrated so that the field records directly
indicate the depth. An adjustment can be made to compensate for velocity
variations due to temperature changes. Generally, the lower the frequency
the deeper the penetration beyond the interface. Thus in the system used in
the NFWMP, a 200-kHz signal is used solely to determine the depth of the
water column, and a second signal, which can be at either 3.5 or 7 kHz, is
used to penetrate the underlying sediments.

The Raytheon RTT-100A system used with a 4.2-m inflatable Zodiac
boat is described here. This sonar system actually consists of two sub-
systems, one operating at a frequency of 200 kHz and used only to provide
the depth of water (bathymetry), and the other operating at either 3.5 or
7 kHz, providing information regarding the material lying between the bottom
of the water column and the bedrock. The major components of the RTT-100A
systems Include ceramic transducers, receiver-amplifiers and a transmitter -
one of each for each frequency. In addition there is a bottom-triggered
time-variable gain circuit for the lower frequency receiver, and a graphic
recorder using heat-sensitive paper and a variable-heat pen. Figure 7-1 is
a schematic block diagram of the system. The system can be powered either
by a portable 500-W generator or a 12-V automobile battery. The 3.5- or
7-kHz transmitter can provide pulses of up to 2 000 W power to the lead
zirconate titanate transducer. The transmitter wave form is pulsed, and the
width of the pulse can be varied from 0.1 to 1.0 ms. The 200-kHz bathymetry
energy is produced by a smaller barium titanate transducer. A keying cir-
cuit is included to coordinate the two transmitters. For either frequency,
the same transducer acts as both the transmitter and the receiver. The
amplifier of the 3.7-/7-kHz circuit is turned up only when the returning
echo of the 200-kHz pulse is sensed by Its receiver. The rate of increase
of this gain is adjustable. The entire system, exclusive of the generator
or battery, weighs about 75 kg.
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Before commencing field operations, the planned survey lines are
plotted on aerial photographs of a suitable scale, e.g., 1:40 000. Lines
are chosen so that both ends of a line are at prominent landmarks that can
be easily identified, e.g., a headland or an island. The photograph is used
for "dead-eye" navigation during the actual survey. Profiling speed is
about 5 km/h. Fiducial marks, which can be placed on the record by means of
a switch, are made to correspond to marks on the lines plotted on the photo-
graph.

The completed records are examined, and after a preliminary inter-
pretation, the sediment/water and sediment/bedrock contacts are sketched in
on a mylar overlay. The resulting profiles are then hand-digitized every 30
to 50 m. In anomalous regions, such as areas with high bedrock relief, a
closer digitizing interval is used. The data digitized for each point com-
prise lake depth, total thickness of sediment overlying the bedrock under
the lake, and the sum of the two, i.e., total depth from lake surface to
bedrock. Using proportional dividers, these data are then transferred to a
suitable map (e.g., scale 1:10 000), and the three maps for each lake are
contoured.

Data recorded on the chart recorder are in the form of pseudostra-
tigraphic cross sections. What are observed, in fact, are reflections from
the interfaces of horizons with different acoustic velocities. These velo-
city interfaces occur not only at the boundaries between two different stra-
tigraphie units, such as sand and clay, but at more subtle horizons, e.g., a
thin sandy lamination within a clay unit.

7.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

Besides the depth of the water column and the sediment layer, the
sonar records also show, in considerable detail, what can be described as
the pseudostratigraphy of the subbottom sediment, which actually is a cross
section of the acoustic velocity variations within the sedimentary layer.
Since the lakes were scoured during the last glaciation, bedded lake-bottom
sediments are postglacial. Therefore any faulting observed in the sub-
bottom sedimentary stratigraphy can be inferred to have been caused by dis-
turbances that are postglacial (Klassen and Shuts 1982) .

Figure 7-2 is a pseudostratigraphic velocity cross section across
a portion of Dashwa Lake. The postulated sediment types are labelled.
Laminations of the order of 1 m in thickness can be seen within the sedi-
ments that are postulated to be lacustrine clays. The laminations are too
large to be varves, and as yet, their precise nature is unclear. In many
profiles the resolution is much better and many detailed layers can be
recognized.

Two maps of Forsberg Lake, Atikokan Research Area (Figure 7-3)
show what can be produced from the information gained from the sonar system.
The bathymétrie map is quite simple and generally merely mirrors the lake
boundary. An exception in this map is the basin formed in the northwest
portion of the lake. The sediment isopach map is somewhat more complex. It
represents sediment thickness, and by examining the map a number of linear
features representing thickened wedges of sediment are noticeable. The
troughs that were filled to form the sediment wedges often are not filled
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completely (Figure 7-2); thus they are distinguishable on both bathymétrie
and isopach maps. However, some troughs are filled completely and are
masked on the bathymétrie maps. In addition to the isopach and bathymétrie
maps, a bedrock topography map is also normally produced from sonar data.

7.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

From a practical aspect the most significant limitation of the
method is that often, the acoustic energy is unable to penetrate the sub-
bottom sediments, and hence the entire sediment column cannot be investi-
gated. Sand is a sediment type that will block the transmission of energy.
Weeds and gas produced by organic material have a similar effect.

For the type of light sonar system operated in the NFWMP, dead-eye
reckoning is the only practical means of navigation, and this entails a loss
of positional accuracy. For example at low profiling speeds, a boat can
veer considerably off the plotted course because of winds.

Because the equipment is heavy, either vehicle or aircraft access
to the lake being surveyed is required.

Interpretation is often complicated by the presence of multiple
reflections between a strong reflector like sand or rock and the water sur-
face.

7.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

Sonar survey results are particularly relevant for the study of
the structural geology and the hydrogeology of an area, both of which are of
great significance for the NFWMP. Most parts of the Shield consist of lakes
that were scoured clean of any previous sediment during the last glaciation
about 10 000 years ago. Many of the linear features being investigated in
detail in the NFWMP disappear under lakes, where they can be mapped only by
sonar surveys and by other geophysical surveys carried out from aircraft or
over ice. Linears very often occur in zones of the bedrock that can be
easily eroded forming depressions, and thus are often coincident with lakes.
A linear underlying a lake-bottom can be identified by means of a sonar
survey as a trough in the bedrock topography, a thickening of the sediment,
or a combination of the two.

Knowledge regarding the type of sediments underlying lakes is of
great assistance in hydrogeological studies. For example, sand is permeable
and acts as an aquifer allowing communication between groundwater and lake
water- On the other hand, if a mantle of glaciolacustrine clays were to
overlie the bedrock, it would tend to act as a barrier to groundwater move-
ment due to its low permeability.
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S. SURFACE ELECTRICAL METHODS

by A.K. Sinha, Geological Survey of Canada (EMR)

8.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Ground techniques include (a) Standard VLF (very low frequency),
(b) Local Loop VLF, (c) Max-Min II Multifrequency EM (electromagnetic),
(d) Geonics EM-34-3, (e) Dipole-Dipole Resistivity, and (f) Geonics EM-37
and Maxi-Probe EM Sounding Systems. Airborne Techniques include
(g) Dighem II and Aerodat Electromagnetic Systems and (h) Dighem II and
Aerodat Airborne VLF Systems. Each technique is described in turn.

8.1.1 Standard VLF System

The standard very low frequency electromagnetic method uses radio
signals transmitted by 16 or more powerful US Navy transmitters situated
strategically around the globe. These signals are used normally for commu-
nication with submerged submarines and for directional positioning. The
frequencies in the VLF band range from 15 to 30 kHz, which is low in compar-
ison to the commercial AM radio broadcast frequencies of 550 to 1640 kHz,
but much higher than the frequencies used in normal electromagnetic explora-
tion work. The penetration of VLF fields into the earth is controlled by
frequency and ground conductivity, and is greatest when the conductivity is
least. A parameter called "skin depth", which is the depth at which an
Incident plane EM wave is reduced to 37% of Its surface value, is often used
to describe the depth penetration abilities of EM systems. Figure 8-1 shows
a plot of "skin depth" versus frequency for the normal range of resistivity
values encountered in exploration.

VLF radio waves propagate large distances over the earth since
they are guided by the natural earth-ionosphere wave guide. These radio
waves propagate as plane waves in such a fashion that the primary magnetic
field vector Is horizontal and normal to the direction of propagation. The
magnetic field diffuses into the earth as it travels over the surface as a
ground wave. If the primary magnetic field encounters a conductive layer or
a conductive inhomogeneity at some depth, it induces eddy currents to flow
in the conductor. These eddy currents, in turn, produce an electromagnetic
secondary field which may be recorded by a suitably placed receiver on the
surface. The secondary field is normally phase-shifted with respect to the
primary field and has both horizontal and vertical field components. The
combination of a horizontal primary field and an inclined secondary field
with a finite phase difference between them produces an elliptically polar-
ized field. Measurement of the polarization parameters, such as the tilt of
the magnetic vector and the ellipticity can help in de ::rting and delinea-
ting subsurface conductive features. The instrument • ^d for ground VLF
measurement is a Geonics EM-16, which measures both ehe tilt and the ellip-
ticity of the field. These two parameters are approximately proportional to
the in-phase and quadrature parts of the vertical secondary field and are
also called in-phase and quadrature components (Paterson and Ronda, 1971).
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8.1.2 Local Loop VLF System

Local Loop VLF is a new method of VLF measurement developed at the
Geological Survey of Canada. The transmitter is a portable loop instead of
a Navy transmitter. Normally VLF methods are most useful in detecting large
fracture systems striking approximately at right angles to the direction of
the primary magnetic vector (parallel to the direction of propagation). If
the primary magnetic vector is parallel to the strike direction, no VLF
anomalies are produced because of poor coupling. It is therefore necessary
to have at least two sources of VLF energy available in any survey area for
a complete mapping of all conductive targets. In many places in north-
western Ontario and Manitoba, the orientations of magnetic vectors from
available VLF stations like NAA (Cutler, Maine), NSS (Annapolis, Maryland)
and NLK (Jim Creek, Washington) are all within 25° of each other and are
generally north-south. Hence, only east-west trending conductors are mapped
by the VLF method. In order to map any north-south trending conductors one
needs a source of primary plane wave magnetic field oriented east-west. The
Local Loop VLF system produces such a VLF field with the help of a large
square loop (500 m x 500 m) laid on the ground and placed to the east or
west of the survey area. The primary magnetic field from such a source will
be almost horizontal (within 2° to 5° from horizontal) at a distance of
about 3 to 5 km from the centre of the loop, for ground resistivities
encountered in granitic terrain. For a loop size of 500 m x 500 m and a
current of 10 A, it is possible to survey an area 3 to 15 km from the
centre. When needed, the loop mey be picked up and set up in another loca-
tion within a few hours. The operation of the VLF receiver and the method
of interpretation of the data are identical to that of the standard VLF
method. Figure 8-2 shows the tilt angle response from conductors located
using Navy station NAA and the local loop at the Chalk River Research Area.
Both data sets provide identical locations for the two conductors.

8.1.3 Max-Min II Multifrequency EM System

Max-Min II is a widely used ground EM system consisting of a small
horizontal loop (magnetic dipole) transmitter, which is powered by a
rechargeable battery pack. The receiver loop may be oriented in the hori-
zontal or vertical mode for maximum or minimum coupling; hence the name of
the system. The system can be used at five frequencies, namely, 222, 444,
888, 1777 and 3555 Hz, and the selection of frequency is made by a single
switch. The separations of the transmitter and the receiver may be 25, 50,
100, 150, and 200 or 250 m. There is a built-in walkie-talkie in both
transmitter and receiver for voice communication. The depth penetration
with this system depends on ground conductivity, frequency and loop separa-
tion. Larger coil separations and lower frequency and conductivity usually
result in greater depth penetration. There is a direct cable connection
between the transmitter and the receiver for the phase reference.

When the transmitter is on, it produces a primary field of the
desired frequency. That field, in turn, produces eddy currents and secon-
dary fields if there is a conductive inhomogeneity in the neighbourhood.
The receiver receives the secondary field along with the primary field. The
secondary field is normally phase-shifted with respect to the primary field.
A phase comparator in the receiver breaks up the secondary field into compo-
nents in-phase and in-quadrature to the primary field. Since the desired
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secondary field is much smaller than the primary field, the larger primary
field is "bucked out" by passing a current into the receiver to neutralize
the primary field exactly. The receiver therefore provides the in-phase and
quadrature parts of the secondary field in terms of parts per million of the
primary field. Higher frequencies are normally useful for detecting shallow
conductors and where higher resolution is needed. By using several frequen-
cies and coil separations it is possible to determine the depth and electri-
cal properties of a conductor. Interpretation of the data is usually car-
ried out by comparing field data with standard graphs constructed from scale
model studies over bodies of various shapes and sizes.

8.1.4 Geonics EM-34-3 System

Geonics EM-34-3 is a multifrequency and multiseparation loop-loop
electromagnetic induction system. In this system (Sinha and Stephens,
1983), it is possible to have three different separations between the trans-
mitter and the receiver (10, 20 and 40 m) and two coil orientations (hori-
zontal and vertical coplanar). Thus the system provides six values of the
apparent resistivity of the ground at each station directly. Any abrupt
change in apparent resistivity of the ground can thus be detected in the
field itself. The instrument requires a two-man crew for operation but does
not require a cut-line grid since the distance between the transmitter and
the receiver is set electronically. The system performs well when the
ground resistivity varies from 10 to 500 Q»m.

8.1.5 Dipole-Dipole Resistivity System

The Dipole-Dipole Resistivity System is a direct current method in
which low-frequency (0.125 Hz) alternating current is sent into the ground
through a pair of electrodes. The voltage drop is measured through another
pair of collinear electrodes. The separation between the electrode systems
is an integer multiple n (n = 1,6) of either the current or potential elec-
trodes (Figure 8-3). The field results yield apparent resistivity of the
ground at various positions characterized by the multiple n, and the elec-
trode separation a. The results are usually plotted in the form of a pseu-
dosection, where the apparent resistivities are indicated at the centre
point of the electrode array and for the ratio n involved. The pseudosec-
tions give a good visual indication of the presence or absence of anomalous
bodies in the area. Figure 8-3 shows a model pseudosection plot over a
tabular conductor, which represents a typical response. If anomalies are
obtained in an area, they may be interpreted quantitatively using two-
dimensional inversion techniques. Field surveys with this system may be
carried out with several electrode separation values from 12.5 m to 300 m,
and the integer multiple n may vary from 1 to 6. For shallow exploration
and for better resolution of shallow conductors, the electrode separations
are kept small. The surveys require a well-cut grid of lines with pickets
at uniform intervals.

8.1.6 Geonics EM-37 and Maxi-Probe Electromagnetic Systems

Both Geonics EM-37 and Maxi-Probe EM systems are deep electromag-
netic sounding systems useful for detecting deep conductors or for general
mapping of conductors to depths of about 500 m. They were used in the NFWMP
on an experimental basis to test the detection of weak conductors (shear
zones, etc.) at large depths.
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The EM-37 is a transient EM system, i.e., the primary field is
generated by sending a high, but steady, current through a large loop
(300 m x 600 m generally), which is then abruptly terminated. The sudden
termination of the current causes the magnetic flux to decrease sharply
within a very short time. This, according to Faraday's Law, produces a
large secondary field in a subsurface conductor proportional to the rate of
change of the magnetic flux. The induced secondary field then decays in the
absence of the primary field and the decay is recorded at 20 different time
intervals or channels. Analysis of the channel amplitudes helps in predic-
ting the nature of the subsurface inhomogeneity (McNeill 1980).

Maxi-Probe is a multifrequency deep EM sounding system with up to
128 discrete frequencies from 1 Hz to 60 kHz. The separation between the
transmitter and the receiver can be varied from 100 m to about 600 ra, as
required in the field. The transmitter consists of three large loops, each
of radius 10 m, laid flat on the ground. Hence, it behaves like a vertical
magnetic dipole. The receiver consists of a pair of horizontal and vertical
coils that measure the total vertical and horizontal magnetic fields. With
separation of up to 600 m and suitable frequencies, it is possible to detect
conductors at depths of 700 to 800 m. By analyzing the ratios of the verti-
cal and horizontal fields and their phase differences, it is possible to
interpret the field data in terms of a multilayered earth section (Sinha
1979).

8.1.7 Dighem II and Aerodat Electromagnetic Systems

The Dighem II and Aerodat EM systems are airborne systems
installed in helicopters. In Dighem II, the electromagnetic system consists
of a coplanar and a coaxial system, each transmitting at about 900 or
3600 Hz; both in-phase and quadrature components for the two coil configura-
tions at the two frequencies are recorded. In the NFWMP where the conduc-
tors are made up of shear zones or water-filled cracks, it is necessary to
use the second version with the higher frequency to excite sufficient secon-
dary field strength from the subsurface inhomogene!ties. The surveys are
normally flown at an altitude of 60 m with the EM bird being about 30 m
above the ground. The Aerodat helicopter EM system flown over the East Bull
Lake Research Area is slightly different from the Dighera II system. The
bird is normally kept about 30 m from the ground surface. The system has
three coil systems, a vertical coaxial system at 945 Hz, a horizontal copla-
nar system at 4022 Hz and a vertical coaxial coil at 5465 Hz. The coil
separations are kept fixed at 6.953 m. The additional coil pair at 945 Hz
gives this system, in theory at least, an ability to map good conductors at
greater depth. Normally the in-phase and quadrature components at all three
frequencies are recorded digitally in the aircraft. The raw data from both
the Dighem II and Aerodat systems yield values of the apparent resistivity
of the ground and the electrical characteristics of any steeply dipping good
conductors.

8-1.8 Dighem II and Aerodat Airborne VLF Systems

The VLF system used in Dighem II may be a one-receiver system or a
two-receiver system. In the early development phases of VLF surveying, the
receiver could tune in to only one VLF frequency, and therefore the helicop-
ter had to fly in orthogonal directions if the two stations were orthogonal.
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The more recent VLF receiver (Totem 2A) can tune in to two stations simulta-
neously. The Aerodat system carries the Totem 2A two-frequency VLF systems
as standard. There is a difference between ground and airborne VLF measure-
ments, however. Since the helicopter is not a stable platform, tilt angle
cannot be continuously measured from an aircraft. The airborne systems,
therefore, measure the total field vector and the quadrature part of the
vertical component of the secondary magnetic field. Interpretation of air-
borne data is carried out in a manner analogous to that for surface VLF
surveys.

8.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

8.2.1 Standard VLF

With a ground VLF unit such as Geonics EM-16, the measured parame-
ters are the tilt angle and ellipticity values of the total field. The data
are normally collected at discrete intervals (usually every 25 m) along a
cut-line grid or along roadside traverses. When grid lines are not availa-
ble, data are frequently collected at approximate intervals of 25 m, the
distance being measured by pacing. The results are then plotted for each
line or traverse with the facing direction indicated in each plot.

For best coupling, the cut-lines or the general direction of the
traverse should be in the direction of the primary magnetic field (perpendi-
cular to the propagation direction), and the strike of the conductor should
be normal to the line. The time needed to take a measurement at each sta-
tion may vary from 3 to 5 min. Hence about 60 to 70 stations may be covered
in a day. If a linear conductor is present, the tilt angle values rise to a
maximum and then become negative before attaining a normal value. The
position of the conductor is determined by the inflection point in the tilt
angle response when the curve is followed in the direction of facing (of the
receiver). The quadrature or ellipticity also has a similar response for a
good conductor. However, when weak conductors such as shear zones and
fractures are encountered, the ellipticity response is very small. This
also follows if the VLF response is considered to be a current gathering
phenomenon rather than an induction phenomenon (Hayles and Sinha 1982).

8.2.2 Local Loop VLF

Data and information produced by Local Loop VLF are the same as
those from Standard VLF. In both cases, the field data may be filtered to
reduce the effects of very shallow inhomogeneities by a technique called
Fraser filtering. Fraser filtering has the added advantage that it phase
shifts the data in such a way that the inflection point becomes a peak and
the responses from very shallow features are suppressed. Hence, the Fraser
filtered data may be contoured with peaks indicating the location of a
conductor-
s'.3 Max-Min II Multifrequency EM

The measured field parameters with this system are the in-phase
and quadrature components of the secondary magnetic fields at any of the
five frequencies and at six possible coil separations, In terms of parts per
million of the primary field. The surveys are always carried out over a



cut-line grid with pickets at suitable points on each line. It is also
necessary to obtain the inclination or the grade of the ground (in percen-
tage) at each station. This is obtained from a built-in or a separate
inclinometer. The in-phase and quadrature values are plotted for each sta-
tion for any survey line, the point of plotting being the midpoint between
the transmitter and the receiver. A conductor generally produces a trough
in both in-phase and quadrature response. In the Chalk River Research Area,
frequencies lower than 888 Hz produced a very small secondary field response
because of the poor conductances of the weak conductors. Figure 8-4 shows
the VLF and Max-Min II (HLEM) response over line 103E at Chalk River. The
quadrature components in all cases are more diagnostic as a result of the
poor conductance values of the weak conductors. A sequence of field plots
for several frequencies and several separations yields information about the
conductivity and depth extent of the conductor. It is possible to observe
about 20-30 stations a day keeping the coil separation constant and consi-
dering three frequencies.

8.2.4 Geonics EM-34-3

The measured parameters with this system are the apparent conduc-
tivities (mmho/m) of the ground at three coil separations of 10, 20 and
40 m. The data are usually collected along cut-lines although the distance
between the coils is set electronically through the receiver. About 70 to
80 stations may be observed in a day. The data are normally presented as
stacked profiles of apparent conductivity and may be inverted in terms of a
two-layer model. The system works reasonably well when the apparent resis-
tivities range from 10 Q-ra to 500 Q*m (100 to 2 mmho/m conductivity). In
many areas however, resistivity values were much greater than 1000 Q«ra,
thereby rendering some data of questionable accuracy. Figure 8-4 shows the
EM-34-3 data over line 103E at Chalk River for coil separations of 10 and
20 m, respectively.

8.2.5 Dipole-Dipole Resistivity

The measured field parameters with this system are the potential
drops between the two potential electrodes for different positions (differ-
ent n) of the array. The field data yield apparent resistivity values at
several points in the line which are plotted in the form of a pseudosection
with position along the abscissa and the integer multiple n of the electrode
separations along the ordinate as shown in Figure 8-3. The presence of a
conducting material is shown by the characteristic shapes of the plot. The
data may be interpreted qualitatively from the pseudo-section plots. For
quantitative interpretation, the results are compared with computer-genera-
ted one- or two-dimensional inhomogeneities until a good fit is obtained.
With large values of electrode separation (say 300 m) and n values from 1 to
6, one may be able to map the ground up to depths of 500 m. The survey data
at the Chalk River Research Area revealed the existence of a deep-seated
two-dimensional conductive inhomogeneity on line 103E.

8.2.6 Geonics EM-37 and Maxi-Probe Electromagnetic

These two experimental sounding systems produce anomalies over
layered conductive media or two-dimensional conductors, which may be inter-
preted in terms of the electrical characteristics of the inhomogeneities.
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In ttv>. sounding mode Geonics EM-37 produces a voltage decay at known time
intervals after a steady current in a large rectangular loop is terminated
suddenly. These channel amplitudes may be reduced to apparent resistivity
values in the so called "late times". Plots of apparent resistivity versus
time may be interpreted in terms of a layered medium by graphical means. In
profile mode, the voltage decays are plotted for all channels over a line.
The possible presence of two-dimensional conductive features may be inferred
by examining such plots. Interpretation of field data may be carried out by
comparing the field response to computer-generated responses from two-dimen-
sional Inhomogeneities.

In the Maxi-Probe system the ratio of the amplitudes of the verti-
cal and the horizontal magnetic fields and their phase differences are mea-
sured at several frequencies for a predetermined separation between the
transmitter and receiver. Generally, only about 30-40 frequencies are re-
quired at each station. The separations between the transmitter and the
receiver can be set at any distance between 100 m and 500 m. The field data
are interpreted graphically by comparison with the response of layered
models.

The depth of exploration with Geonics EM-37 depends on the size of
the loop, current in the loop, ground resistivity and base frequency used
(the system has two base frequencies of 3 and 30 Hz). For the Maxi-Probe
system the depth of exploration depends on the ground resistivity, the
strength of the transmitter dipole and the separation between the loops. In
both systems, the transmitter and the receiver are kept synchronized with
the help of crystal clocks; hence no cable connections are required for
either of them.

8*2.7 Dighem II and Aerodat Airborne EM and VLF

In both systems, the data consist of in-phase and quadrature parts
of the secondary field (in parts per million of the primary field) from
different coil configurations at the described frequencies. In addition,
the systems record the VLF response from two VLF stations simultaneously
through a Totem-2A VLF receiver. The systems also carry a magnetometer, an
altimeter and a camera. The electromagnetic results are generally presented
as stacked profiles of in-phase and quadrature response at each frequency
for each coil pair and for every flight line. The results are normally
interpreted in terms of a vertical thin plate. However, when surveying over
resistive terrain very few good conductors are normally detected. If there
is fairly widespread overburden in the area, the EM channel values may be
inverted to yield values of ground resistivity for a î.alf-space or a two-
layer model.

The airborne VLF results consist of the amplitude of the total VLF
response for two stations and the quadrature components of the vertical
magnetic field. The VLF total field response parameters are normally Fraser
filtered and then contoured to provide an outline of the conductive body in
an area. Cultural features like power lines are picked up strongly by both
VLF and EM channels and are always discarded before interpretation.
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8.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

8.3.1 Standard VLF

The limitations of the VLF method are twofold. This method has a
limited depth penetration because of the high frequency used. As shown in
Hayles and Sinha (1982) and in Figure 8-1, the skin depth at a frequency of
20 kHz for a ground resistivity of 1000 Q'm is only 112 m. If clay or any
conductive overburden is present, the skin depth is further reduced. Thus
this method is reliable only to depths down to 100 m in normal circumstan-
ces. The second limitation of the system is that the interpretation of VLF
data is still largely qualitative. Work is in progress on the numerical
simulation of two-dimensional inhomogeneities In a VLF field with a view to
developing techniques for quantitative interpretation of data. VLF results
are also affected by terrain effects. But when the ground resistivity is
high as in the Chalk River and Atikokan Research Areas, the error is small.

8.3.2 Local Loop VLF

The limitation of Local Loop VLF system Is the same as for the
Standard VLF system. In addition, it has the limitation that only a small
area may be surveyed per loop location (3-15 km from the loop). While this

is not a major limitation, it does make field procedure somewhat more com-
plicated.

8.3.3 Maxi-Min II Multifrequency EM

A prime limitation of this method is the requirement for extremely
precise surveying (accuracy of 25 cm in 50 m separation), vhich is difficult
to achieve in rugged terrain. Moreover, the techniques of quantitative
interpretation of data that have been developed for the case of very good
conductors do not work well when poor conductors like shear zones and water-
filled fractures are involved. To interpret field data quantitatively, a
whole new technique of interpretation for weak conductors will have to be
developed. Qualitative methods may, however, be adequate in many
instances.

8.3.4 Geonics EM-34-3

The prime limitation of this system is insensitivity over highly
resistive ground. Thus it did not work very well in the Chalk River
Research Area (500-4000 Q«m). The EM-34-3 data also cannot be interpreted
quantitatively for two-dimensional inhomogeneities. The depth penetration
of the system in the vertical coplanar mode (used at Chalk River) is 30 m at
best, which is somewhat less than required.

8.3.5 Dipole-Dipole Resistivity

The main limitation of this system is its poor resolvin«- power.
It is difficult to ma-; individual conductors or fracture zones with this
system. The method is also somewhat expensive from an operational point of
view since at least three or four people are required to operate the system.
The technique of quantitative interpretation of data is also not very well
developed. In the NFWMP, where the survey sites are generally resistive, it
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is always a problem to send enough current into the ground because of the
contact resistance problem.

8.3.6 Geonics EM-3? and Maxi-Probe Electromagnetic

Geonics EM-37 am. Maxi-Probe systems have not proven very success-
ful in detecting water- or clay-filled fracture zones (weak conductors) at
large depths. These two systems have been designed for detecting and
sounding for relatively good conductors, i.e., ore bodies or geological
materials that have sufficient contrast with surrounding material. A recent
test with the Maxi-Probe system over the WNRE Research Area to detect the
saline water zones was inconclusive. While the system detected the saline
layers in some areas, it could not detect them in some other locations.
This may be due to the presence of thick clay layers in the area. In the
Atikokan Research Area too, it detected several conductive horizons near the
drill sites that agree with thn depths of frac ure zones from borehole sur-
veys in a general way. Both systems require two or three operators and are
operationally expensive.

8.3.7 Dighem II and Aerodat Airborne EM and VLF

Dighem II and Aerodat airborne electromagnetic systems (coplanar
and coaxial loops) have not been useful in detecting fracture zones, which
are rather poor targets for the frequency and coil separation values in-
volved. The systems are nevertheless useful for making resistivity maps for
large-scale areas. Airborne VLF methods have, however, been very useful in
detecting and delineating weak, but large, conductors like shear zones and
fractures. One limitation of the VLF method (ground and airborne) is that
only those conductors that are generally parallel to the direction of propa-
gation will be detected. This may, however, be remedied by using two VLF
stations at right angles to each other or by using the Local Loop VLF
system. Other limitations of airborne VLF methods are similar to those for
ground VLF, e.g., limited depth penetration and lack of quantitative inter-
pretation procedures.

8.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

8.4.1 Standard VLF and Local Loop VLF

Ground VLF and Local Loop VLF methods employ portable lightweight
receivers and can be used along cut-line grids or in the bush without cut
lines. The data may be collected in the field at a large number of stations
in a relatively short time and it requires only one or two people to carry
out a survey using two VLF stations simultaneously. Among all electromagne-
tic methods, VLF has proven to be the most useful method at least up to
depths of 100 m from the surface. This technique has proved to be most
valuable to geologists mapping the near-surface rock mass.

8.4.2 Max-Min II Multifrequency EM

Since this system has a variable frequency and variable coil sepa-
ration arrangement, conductors may be mapped from very shallow depths to
depths as large as 200 m. The system requires two operators and is not
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expensive. In favourable circumstances, the data may be interpreted quanti-
tatively, thus providing a complete description of the fracture system.

8.4.3 Geonics EM-34-3

Geonics EM-34-3 was not very useful in rock-mass evaluation in
highly resistive terrain. However, the fact that this instrument provides
the apparent resistivity of the ground directly at three different depth
ranges helps in determining the depth and extent of any conductor system up
to a depth of 25 to 30 m from the surface.

8.4.4 Dipole-Dipole Resistivity

The Dipole-Dipole system is a very useful tool in rock-mass evalu-
ation since it can provide bulk resistivity values of the ground down to
400 m or so from the surface with dipole separations of 300 m. The effect
of complex three-dimensional bodies on dipole-dipole results are difficult
to evaluate. However, the effect of two-dimensional bodies can be modelled
mathematically and the effect of planar semi-horizontal interfaces at depths
may be computed for interpretation of field data.

8.4.5 Geonics EM-37 and Maxi-Probe Electromagnetic

Geonics EM-37 and Maxi-Probe deep EM systems can detect conductive
features down to depths of 500 m or so from the surface. EM-37 was able to
detect several fracture zones at the URL Research Area and the Maxi-Probe
has been able to detect several semi-horizontal layers at the Chalk River,
Atikokan and WNRE Research Areas. However, the presence of clsys at the URL
and WNRE sites makes the data noisy. For deep exploration down to depths of
500 to 600 m, these are the only two systems useful for detecting small
conductive targets of limited extent. However for targets to be detected at
such great depths the conductors must extend to several hundred metres and
their conductance values should be at least 10 S. Thus, these two systems
may well become extremely useful in rock-mass evaluation in favourable
circumstances.

8.4.6 Dighem II and Aerodat Airborne EM and VLF

Helicopter airborne systems (Dighem II and Aerodat) have proven
very useful in mapping the rock units from a remote platform. While the
airborne VLF systems have been extremely useful in detecting and delineating
shallow conductive features in a large survey area, the active airborne
methods have not been so successful in detecting weak conductors. This is
partly due to the low conductivities of the weak conductors, which do not
produce sufficient secondary fields at lower frequency values used in active
EM mapping systems.

8.5 COSTS

Ground VLF and Local Loop VLF are the least expensive systems if
operated by EMR or AECL employees. For in-house operation, the cost will be
$100-200 per km. The Max-Min II system, if operated by EMR personnel, would
cost about the same as VLF ($200 per km). Geonics EM-34-3 would cost about
$100 per km if done in-house. Dipole-Dipole resistivity surveys must be
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done by contract. The cost will depend on how many dipole separations are
to be used and would vary from $1000 to $4000 per km. Geonics EM-37 and
Maxi-Probe would cost about $2OO-$3OO per day if done in-house. Contractors
normally charge about $1200 per day for such surveys. Airborne EM surveys
vary in cost, depending on which system is on-board the aircraft. Typical
costs vary between $50 to $70 per km when no special requirements exist.
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9. MAGNETOTELLURICS

by E.R. Nlblett, Earth Physics Branch (EMR)

9.1 DESCRIPTION

Magnetotelluric (MT) methods require observations of natural time
variations in both the geomagnetic and the electric (telluric) fields at the
earth's surface. These field variations and the induced currents associated
with them penetrate into the earth to depths that depend on their frequency
and on the electrical conductivity of the rock. Horizontal components of
the electric and magnetic fields observed over a wide range of frequencies
at a point on the surface may be interpreted in terms of resistivity vs
depth for a simple one-dimensional layered earth structure. More complex
structures such as faults, fractures, dykes, and intrusions are usually
associated with strong resistivity contrasts and therefore have a profound
influence on MT fields in their vicinity. Detailed interpretation of such
heterogeneous or anisotropic structures is more difficult however, requiring
data from many locations and complex analytical procedures.

In MT surveys magnetic field variations are measured with a sensi-
tive magnetometer (usually a coil system), and telluric fields are measured
between a pair of electrodes typically about 50 m apart. Scalar MT systems
make simultaneous measurements of one horizontal magnetic component and one
orthogonal horizontal telluric component. After the measurement has been
completed, the magnetometer coil and electrode pair are rotated through 90°
to obtain a complete set of measurements. In tensor MT systems three compo-
nents of the magnetic vector and two horizontal components of the electric
vector are recorded simultaneously. Phase information between all five
components is preserved and the impedance tensor can be derived. Tensor
data, therefore, contain more information and are correspondingly more diag-
nostic of two-dimensional or more complex structures. Scalar equipment is
light and portable and normally operates in the audiofrequency range between
10 Hz and 10 000 Hz. Tensor equipment contains heavy electronic components,
requires a portable power generator and must operate from a truck. Avail-
able frequencies with current equipment lie in the range from 0.0005 Hz to
384 Hz. Scalar measurements at Research Areas are made along the cut lines
at regular intervals (~100 m) in order to detect the presence of conducting
structures in the rock body under investigation. Tensor measurements are
made at selected locations where road access is available. Both tensor and
scalar data may be combined at a single site to extend the frequency range
of the tensor system and to facilitate structural interpretation at shallow
depths. Magnetotelluric and audio-magnetotelluric (AMT) methods achieve
much greater depth penetration than artificial source EM or VLF methods.
Audiofrequency data are necessary to resolve structure at shallow depths
(upper 2 km), as is required in the NFWMP.

9.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

9.2.1 Scalar Data

The Earth Physics Branch is currently using a scalar system built
by SYGEQ Ltd. of Montreal in which electric and magnetic field variations
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are integrated over a fixed time interval (typically 30 s) for each of a
number of discrete frequencies ranging from 1 Hz to 5000 Hz. The earth
impedance is computed directly for each frequency by means of a built-in
microprocessor. Sets of readings are taken at each location for both sensor
orientations before moving on to the next measuring site. About seven sta-
tions per day can be done along cut lines at a Research Area such as East
Bull Lake. A normal survey would consist of 75 to 100 stations. Data are
displayed in profiles or pseudo-sections that show the variations in
apparent resistivity along a cut line for each measurement frequency
(Figure 9-1). At higher frequencies these plots reflect structural changes
close to the surface; at the low-frequency end they show the effects of a
deeper seated structure. Interpretation of broad-scale features to depths
of several kilometres is possible in a crystalline rock body with scalar AMT
data. The high-frequency data are critical for resolution of resistivity
contrasts in the upper 1 to 2 km of the crust.

9.2.2 Tensor Data

The Earth Physics Branch owns and operates a system built by
Phoenix Geophysics Ltd. of Willowdale, Ontario. It contains a mini-computer
that monitors incoming broad-band magnetic and telluric variations, computes
the impedance tensor along with related parameters and their standard errors
and, finally, inverts the data for a one-dimensional interpretation of
resistivity versus depth. The system, therefore, allows for data quality
assessment and preliminary interpretation as the recording progresses.
Setting up the field sensors and peripheral equipment and obtaining an ade-
quate data set normally requires about two days per station. The Phoenix
tensor system was developed about two years ago and was used in 1982 and
1983 at East Bull Lake (Kurtz and Niblett 1983). Eight observing stations
were occupied on or near the gabbro-anorthosite complex. Examples of aniso-
tropic apparent resistivity and phase data derived from the measured impe-
dance tensor at one of the 1982 recording sites are presented in Figure 9-2.
Where a major fault or fracture is known to exist, stations should be estab-
lished directly over the structure and on either side to facilitate inter-
pretation of its depth and directional properties.

9.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

At frequencies above 1 Hz, signals depend on world-wide thunder-
storm activity, which can vary from day to day. When signal levels are low,
the effects of cultural noise (power transmission lines, electrical machi-
nery, etc.) and wind noise become important, and high-quality data are dif-
ficult to obtain. This is particularly a problem with scalar systems
because standard errors associated with measured impedance values are not
easily assessed. However, with the tensor system now in use (Phoenix
Geophysics) standard errors are computed as data are acquired, and the oper-
ator can determine when sufficient data have been collected to ensure a
high-quality result.

Subhorizontal features cannot be detected or resolved unless they
are large enough to distort the pattern of telluric current flow, as seen by
the MT sensors at the surface. This limitation has been discussed quantita-
tively by Edwards and Menzel-Jones (1982). In practical terms this means
that with existing MT and AMT equipment, large-scale changes in rock
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composition or major structural boundaries can be detected to depths of
10 km and more. However, conductivity contrasts associated with fractures
or cracks of limited thickness and extent are difficult to see at all, un-
less they are extremely conducting (p is less than 100 fi«m in a resistive
host rock). For small subhorizontal features that can be detected, the
depth may be reasonably well estimated, but the thickness and resistivity
are not well resolved. Structural detail of thin layers (~1 m) near the
surface cannot be resolved with AMT using existing equipment; to do this
would require acquisition of data at frequencies well above 10 kHz.

The resolving power of MT data is reduced when the uppermost rock
or overburden is highly conducting. This limitation was not a problem at
East Bull Lake or Atikokan, but it was very severe at WNRE (Strangway et
al., 1980).

With scalar MT the phase differences between magnetic and telluric
field components are not measured and the directional properties associated
with two-dimensional or complex structures are not well determined, unless
many closely spaced stations are occupied. For major fractures and other
two-dimensional features the measuring axes should be oriented perpendicular
and parallel to strike. For tensor systems the measurements permit computa-
tion of azimuths of the major and minor axes of anisotropy as well as the
apparent resistivity in both these directions. These data are therefore
much more diagnostic of structural inhomogeneities and their directional
properties than scalar data.

9.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

Scalar AMT instrumentation is light and portable and can be used
in wilderness areas where there is no road access. Data can be obtained at
a large number of stations in a relatively short time, and acquisition is
not expensive.

In resistive terrain and in the absence of highly conducting over-
burden, both scalar and tensor data can be used to interpret structure to
depths of several kilometres. An example is shown in Figure 9-3, which
illustrates a one-dimensional inversion of Isotropie scalar AMT data ac-
quired in 1982 near the centre of the gabbro-anorthosite complex at East
Bull Lake (Kurtz and Niblett 1983). The resistivity versus depth curve
indicates the presence of a conducting layer beginning at a depth near
800 m. It appears likely that this conductor lies directly beneath the
gabbro- anorthosite body, the bottom of which was found at about 770 m in
borehole EBL-1 in the summer of 1983. A description of scalar AMT results
on the Eye-Dashwa Lakes pluton is given by Redman et al. (1981), and at the
WNRE and Chalk River test areas, by Strangway et al. (1980).

The effect of complex three-dimensional structures on MT data is
very difficult to evaluate; however significant geological boundaries can be
readily delineated with scalar profiling if they are associated with appre-
ciable resistivity contrasts. Two-dimensional and simpler structures can be
modelled quantitatively.

Audiofrequency tensor data at a single station can determine
whether the internal structure of the underlying rock is essentially
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FIGURE 9-3: (a) Resistivity versus Depth Model Generated by the Inversion
of Averaged Scalar AMT Data From Six Stations Near the
Centre of the Gabbro-Anorthosite Complex.

(b) The Spread Function for the Resistivity Model. Spread
values to the left of the 45° line indicate depths at which
the conductivity is well resolved (after Kurtz and Niblett
1983).
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homogeneous and isotropic or whether prominent inhomogeneities are present.
If the data are isotropic and the skew is small, a one-dimensional
resistivity-depth interpretation is straightforward and applicable. If the
data are anisotropic, major structural boundaries or Intrusions are indi-
cated and further field work will be required to obtain quantitative para-
meters relating to the structure. Magnetotelluric methods are not useful
for Investigating small cracks and microstructure because, with existing
equipment, frequencies are limited to less than 10 kHz. Higher frequency
controlled-source EM methods are more suitable for analysis of small-scale
features within 100 m of the surface.

Suitable targets within the Precambrian Shield for disposal of
radioactive waste products are represented by large rock volumes with uni-
formly high resistivity In which there are no fractures capable of transpor-
ting fluids. The AMT method is well-suited to the task of locating such
regions. It can provide Information on both the resistivity and structural
integrity of a rock mass, and it possesses the required depth of penetra-
tion.

9.5 COSTS

At the East Bull Lake in 1982 three soundings were made and 52
scalar stations were occupied (about 5 km of profiling) for a total field
cost of $3500. This field work was done with EPB equipment and personnel,
and analysis and interpretation was also done in-house. The scalar portion
of the study might have been done under contract (University of Toronto or
University of Montreal) for about $15 000 and the tensor portion (Phoenix
Geophysics) for about $10 000. Tensor equipment suitable for NFWMP applica-
tions has only recently become available.
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10. MAGNETOMETRIC RESISTIVITY

by E.R. Niblett, Earth Physics Branch (EMR)

10.1 DESCRIPTION

Magnetometric Resistivity (MMR) is a galvanic method used for
detecting and mapping variations in earth resistivity. Electric current (DC
or very low frequency AC) derived from a portable power source is forced
into the earth through a pair of grounded electrodes. The method differs
from standard resistivity techniques in that the response of the earth to
transmitted current is measured by a sensitive magnetometer rather than by
an electrode pair. The channelling of the galvanic current by a local con-
ductor produces an MMR anomaly. Conductors in the earth that are detected
in this way are diagnostic of major inhomogeneites in subsurface structure
or composition.

10.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

Current flow within the earth is controlled by a pair of elec-
trodes. One of these is sufficiently remote from the area of investigation
that its position has little or no influence on the measurements. The
second, or near-electrode, is located down the strike of the anomalous
structure from the measurement or profile line. The horizontal component of
the magnetic field due to current flow in the ground is measured at regular
intervals (typically 100 m) along the profile or cut line, and in a direc-
tion parallel to it. If the profile intersects a conducting structure such
as a fluid-filled fracture, which provides a natural channel for the source
current, this is detected by the magnetic field measurements. The effect is
called an MMR anomaly. Its depth extent may be estimated by repeating the
profile measurements for different distances of the near-electrode from the
profile line. After an MMR experiment has been completed, the profile data
are plotted for each electrode configuration in order to identify and inter-
pret any anomalies that were found. An example of profile measurements
acquired at Atikokan is shown in Figure 10-1. Full details of survey proce-
dures and results at the URL site and at the Atikokan test area are given by
Edwards (1981) and Edwards et al. (1982), respectively.

10.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

Magnetometric resistivity will not detect resistivity versus depth
changes in a horizontally layered structure. It should not be considered as
a substitute for magnetotelluric soundings or other methods of resolving
flat-lying or shallow-dipping layers.

Magnetometric resistivity is less sensitive to very local depar-
tures from electrical homogeneity than other electrical methods such as
dipole-dipole resistivity or scalar audio magnetotellurics. However the
effect of major conducting faults or fractures should be readily apparent in
the data.

In resistive rock bodies a high-voltage power source is required
to transmit current into the ground. In the work done at the URL and
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Atikokan the effective depth of penetration was limited to about 0.5 km
using a 10-A, 200-V transmitter. A higher voltage source would be desirable
for crystalline rock bodies such as those selected for study in the NFWMP.

With all galvanic methods, highly conducting overburden makes it
difficult to identify and interpret structure in the underlying basement
rock. This was a problem for MMR and for other DC resistivity methods used
at the URL where conducting clay deposits cover the outcrop in many places.
These surface deposits tend to mask effects that are caused by anomalous
features at depth in the basement. At Atikokan a maximum depth of about
250 m was found for one of the anomalies investigated, but here again the
effect is probably associated, to some extent, with overburden contained in
a trough-like depression in the basement rock.

10.4 LOGISTIC CONSTRAINTS

The magnetic field detector (Sclntrex high-sensitivity fluxgate
magnetometer) is portable and can be carried along cut lines. The current
electrodes are normally deployed outside or beyond the cut-line areas, and
long cables (~l km or more) are usually needed to link the electrodes to a
truck-mounted generator. Road access is required to the general vicinity of
the survey, but not to either the electrode sites or the cut lines. A sur-
vey at sites such as Atikokan or East Bull Lake would require three men in
the field for a period of two to three weeks. A second survey the following
year is often desirable to follow up on preliminary results and to improve
depth determinations of anomalous structures.

10.5 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

Magnetometric resistivity is designed to detect distortions in the
pattern of transmitted current flow such as would be caused by channelling
into a conductive fault or fracture. No MMR anomaly is to be expected in a
resistive pluton unless the current is substantially distorted by an inhomo-
geneity of this kind. If such structures are present they should be clearly
visible in the data. The method will therefore respond to major resistivity
contrasts within a pluton and in this way contribute important information
relating to the integrity of the rock.

Compared to EM methods and other galvanic methods, MMR is the
least affected by conducting overburden. The effect of local current dis-
tribution in overburden is minimized because the measured magnetic field
response is an integral over the whole current flow (Edwards et al., 1982).
The MMR anomalies found at URL can be explained by overburden pockets, and
electrical inhomogeneities within the outcrop itself were not evident. At
Atikokan a shallow conducting fracture in basement rock is a definite possi-
bility for both the anomalies investigated.

Magnetometric resistivity has the potential for determining depth
of conducting fractures that cause current channelling. The depth resolu-
tion that is obtained depends on spatial deployment of the near-current
electrode and on the power and voltage available in the current generator.
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10.6 COSTS

At Atikokar 5 km of MMR profiling under contract to the University
of Toronto Physics Dept. cost $10 000. This included field work, analysis
and interpretation of data, and preparation of a report on the results.
Field expenses were in the neighbourhood of $4 000.
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11. STANDARD GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING

by A.V. Dyck, Geological Survey of Canada (EMR)

11.1 DESCRIPTION

Geophysical logging is a raultiparameter measurement technique,
which has traditionally been used in hydrocarbon exploration. The primary
objective is to make an in situ record of the physical properties of the
rocks Immediately surrounding the hole as a function of depth. In oil and
gas exploration a combination of logs can be used for reservoir evaluation
(see, for example, Schlumberger Limited 1972, Pirson 1977). In coal explor-
ation, coal seams and roof and floor conditions are evaluated (Reeves 1971).
Water-resource investigations represent another application (Keys and
MacCary 1971). The tools and analyses have been developed to circumvent the
need for drill core.

The squipment consists of a truck-mounted electronic recording
system (analogue and digital), a motorized constant-speed winch, an armoured
multiconductor cable, and a set of interchangeable tools (sensors) that are
lowered into the borehole (Figure 11-1). A wide range of tools is available
for logging the large-diameter holes drilled in petroleum exploration.
However the selection of tools available for logging small-diameter holes
(slimline tools), such as are drilled in the NFWMP, is more restricted.
Data collection has so far been carried out by contract (Roke Oil Enter-
prises, Calgary). Eleven different logs (called standard or conventional
logs) have been obtained to date: caliper, temperature, sonic, three
nuclear, and five electric logs. While an attempt has been made to log all
holes at all research areas, complete coverage has not been obtained (for
example, the sonic log is not available for most holes).

Interpretation of logs in petroleum exploration is based both on
theory and on empiricism. A great deal of analysis depends on the use of
cross-plots (one measured parameter versus another) to recognize character-
istic signatures of formations and to recognize and remove complicating
effects. The use of combinations of logs is emphasized. In crystalline
rock environments the same approach is often used (for example, Nelson et
al. 1982, Daniels et al. 1981, Keys 1979). However, use of the approach is
less systematic and less extensive than in the petroleum industry, probably
because of the greater complexity of the crystalline rock environment (at
least in a geometric sense) and greater variability of the targets and ob-
jectives. Refinement of the technique has suffered accordingly.

11.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

The standard logs respond to physical conditions in the immediate
vicinity of the downhole sensor, i.e., physical properties of the rocks
immediately adjacent to the hole and physical conditions established by the
hole itself (borehole fluid, presence of casing, etc.). The radius of in-
vestigation is generally considered to be of the order of 1 m or less. The
physical properties are summarized in Table 11-1 for the conventional logs
used in the NFWMP.
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The table shows that this suite of logs is sensitive to conditions
of lithology and fracturing of the wall rock as well as a number of extran-
eous factors. Several investigations bear out this observation (Davison et
al. 1982, Hillary 1983, Green and Soonawala 1982, Nelson et al. 1982); all
except the last deal with logging data from the NFWMP. Through selected
examples, these reports contribute to the knowledge of how geophysical logs
respond in crystalline rock environments and agree, generally, on the value
of detailed analysis.

11.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

Geophysical logs are 'standard' only in sedimentary environments.
Since experience with applying conventional logs in crystalline rock envi-
ronments is only in the preliminary stages of development, there is an
urgent need for investigating instrumentation, calibration, and interpreta-
tion. This is necessary in order to quantify and systematize the applica-
tion to fracture and lithological analyses, because physical properties of
crystalline rocks are outside the normal design range of conventional log-
ging tools.

Many improvements to instrumentation have been suggested: for
example, Davison et al. (1982) suggest improvements to the caliper log. The
contracted SP log is suspect because of its mirror-image similarity to the
single-point resistance (Roy, personal communication). Refined temperature
logs, such as performed by the Earth Physics Branch, can show details of
fluid flow (Drury 1982). Paillet (1980) has shown that acoustic waveform
analysis yields information beyond that of compressional wave transit time.
Nelson et al. (1982) noted a requirement for an order-of-magnitude improve-
ment in gamma-gamma tool sensitivity to respond to low porosities (1%).

Additional logging tools should be considered as a means of resol-
ving interpretational ambiguities and possibly adding entirely new informa-
tion. Measuremenc of induced polarization and nonlinear complex resistivity
(documented by Olhoeft and Scott 1980) can be useful in identifying and
characterizing chemical reactions (Daniels et al. 1981) such as may be diag-
nostic of fracture-infilling materials like clays.

We know that geophysical logs contain a wealth of information. We
lack a procedure for developing and applying that knowledge systematically
and quantitatively; we also lack the means of Implementing the procedure.
These techniques are necessary if we are to take advantage of the multipara-
meter nature of the data set and integrate the information into a quantita-
tive model of the rock mass. The sheer volume and density of data make the
task of assimilation "too difficult for the human brain alone" (Roy, Person-
al communication); development of computer-based techniques is required to
complement manual integration of geological and geophysical information.
Lastly, there is a need to establish the degree to which conventional logs
can be used quantitatively, which is a matter of 'quality control'.
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TABLE 11-1

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF CONVENTIONAL LOGS USED IN THE NFWMP

Tool

caliper

natural gamma

neutron-
neutron

gamma-gamma

spontaneous
potential

single-point
resistance

normal
resistivity

focused beam

fluid
conductivity

temperature

sonic

Direct Measurement

diameter of hole

total count radioactivity

presence of hydrogen
atoms

density

natural potentials

contact resistance
of electrode

apparent resistivity

apparent resistivity
(high spatial resolution)

conductivity of hole
water

acoustic velocity

Sensitive To ...

roughness of wall, widening
by major fractures

uranium, potassium and
thorium concentrations

water-filled porosity,
hydrated minerals, plastic
casing

density of rock matrix,
casing, porosity

zones of fluid flow,
altered zones

abrupt resistivity changes

fluid-filled porosity, hole
fluid

reduced sensitivity to hole
fluid, more sensitivity to
thin layers

salinity and temperature of
water

fluid flow, drilling
activity

compressional velocity,
porosity
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11.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

11.4.1 Present

The geophysical logs can be, and are, used in a deterministic
sense, i.e., for assessment of isolated features. Qualitative inspection
and interpretation of zones of interest have been carried out by various
principal investigators, such as Green and Soonawala (1982) in conjunction
with reflection seismic data. Hole-to-hole correlation analysis has been
demonstrated (Green and Soonawala 1982). The logs are also useful for
design of field surveys such as detailed hydrogeological tests (Davison et
al. 1982), and have been used for selection of samples for laboratory
studies (Katsube, personal communication). These alone would appear to
justify the minor additional expenditure (approximately 10% for logging by
contract) beyond the costs of drilling (but not core logging) cored holes.

11.4.2 Future

It has been suggested that geophysical logging could replace
coring and core logging, except for calibration holes in a new area. This
is a worthwhile goal but an intermediate step to be considered is systematic
use of geophysical data that would complement the geological mapping process
in drill holes. It has been observed by Nelson et al. (1982) that geophysi-
cal logs can be used to characterize rock units that otherwise would pass
unnoticed from visual inspection of the core and, furthermore, that effects
of lithology and specific minerals must be identified so that they can be
eliminated or avoided if the logs are to be analyzed for fluid flow
properties.

A probabilistic approach to the analysis of geophysical logs
would, for example, allow the input of physical property information into
the fracture framework under development by Brown et al. (1982). This
rationale is encouraged by the success achieved in statistical correlation
of geological observations with core magnetic susceptibility measurements
(Chomyn et al. 1984, Hillary et al. 1984).

Information from geophysical logs should be integrated along with
geological, hydrogeological and large-scale geophysical surveys (e.g.,
drill-hole VLF-EM) into a quantitative model of the rock mass. This is a
combined probabilistic-deterministic approach to quantitative log analysis,
which might resort to communication theory techniques (see, for example,
Looyestijn, 1982) to determine probable hole-to-hole correlations.

The following quote from Nelson et al. (1982, p. 930) summarizes
the importance of an open-minded approach to the use of geophysical logs:
"For waste repository investigations, it will be desirable to extract as
much information as possible from exploratory boreholes and at this stage it
is desirable to run a full suite of logs. This is particularly so in igne-
ous and metamorphic rocks where the experience is less than in sediments. A
critical feature ... is more readily diagnosed if more than one log responds
... An anomalous response ... can be misinterpreted unless contradictory or
confirmatory evidence is available ... Also, surprises do occur. Since
repository usage will continue for some time, it is important to carefully
establish the true baseline conditions".
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12. BOREHOLE-TO-BOREHOLE SEISMIC LOGGING SYSTEM

by A.G. Green, Earth Physics Branch (EMR)

12.1 DESCRIPTION

Seismic energy (mostly P-wave) that is generated in one borehole
by one or more piezoelectric transducers is transmitted to one or more
piezoelectric receivers in a second borehole. The piezoelectric transducer
is a controlled, low-energy source that does not damage the hole. By using
a "pseudo-random binary sequence" generator a number of energy pulses are
generated with the same source-to-receiver geometry and the information is
stacked or summed; this stacking procedure allows weak signals to be detec-
ted at distances up to 0.5 km and possibly as much as 1 km. The resultant
seismic data are inverted using tomographic computer techniques (similar to
the new ultra-sound methods used in the medical profession) to yield a map
of the P-wave velocities and attenuation between the two boreholes. This is
a borehole-to-borehole system. A typical suite of borehole-to-borehole
seismograms is shown in Figure 12-1, and transparency and P-wave velocity
tomographic images are shown in Figures 12-2 and 12-3.

12.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

(1) Initial data are stored on digital tapes. Times and amplitudes of
first and other important arrivals are then read from plotted outputs.

(2) A map of P-wave velocities between the boreholes is produced.
(3) Seismic wave attenuation between the boreholes is estimated.
(4) From analysis of (1) and (2) a map of rock quality between the

boreholes is produced.
(5) Under favourable circumstances, reflected energy may be used to

accurately locate fracture zones.

12.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

(1) The borehole-to-borehole system needs at least two boreholes, one
of which (preferably both) is deeper than the deepest structure under inves-
tigation; a "circle" of holes around the research site would give optimum
information.

(2) It has very high resolution, and is theoretically capable of
detecting features as small as a few metres (under ideal "noiseless"
conditions).

(3) The method must still be considered experimental.

12.4 LOGISTIC CONSTRAINTS

(1) This method requires at least two boreholes.

12.5 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

From the two-dimensional maps of P-wave velocity and attenuation
(the plane of the map contains the two boreholes), a two-dimensional map of
rock quality may be constructed using current theories that relate rock-
crack properties to elastic-wave properties. If a "circle" of holes around
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the site is available then a three-dimensional picture of rock quality may
be estimated. This technique has the advantage over conventional surface
seismic methods of being able to put both the source and receiver beneath
the near-surface low-velocity layers. Relative to conventional borehole
logging techniques, borehole-to-borehole logging (a) does not need a hole
directly within the site under consideration and (b) measures velocities
over a large volume.

12.6 COSTS

The system is still in a developmental stage.
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13. BOREHOLE SEISMIC TUBE WAVE METHOD

by C F . Huang (AECL)

13.1 DESCRIPTION

A multi-hydrophone array employing a surface energy source is used
to detect open fractures and rock property changes circumjacent to boreholes
in granitic rocks. The array is a scaled-down version of the "crystal
cable" logging done routinely in the oil industry. The 12-channel array,
with equispaced hydrophones of approximately 1 m, is lowered at various
intervals in a borehole. At each known location a small dynamite charge is
detonated in a shallow shothole near the well head. Tube waves are genera-
ted by the incidence of compressional waves in the surrounding rock body
into fluid-filled fracture zones intersecting the borehole. These waves are
easily distinguished by their unique high amplitude at low frequency, their
lack of dispersion and low level of attenuation. They propagate along the
interface between the borehole wall and borehole fluid. Figure 13-1 illu-
strates a tube wave formed at the intersection of a fracture with a bore-
hole. In plutonic rock, large amplitude tube waves appear to be related to
hydraulically conductive fractures or fracture zones. However, high
hydraulic conductivity does not appear to guarantee a large amplitude tube
wave. Also, other conditions besides the intersection of fractures can
generate tube waves in boreholes (Batch and Lee 1984) .

13.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

Borehole seismic data are recorded on a Nimbus ES-1210F 12-channel
seismograph using a record period of 200 ms (0.2 ms sampling rate). In
addition to the monitor copies, data are digitally recorded on the tape for
permanent data storage and future analysis. Records from each shot location
are played back and edited using a microcomputer to form a continuous record
suite displaying seismic traces at every metre interval in the hole.
Figure 13-2 is a record suite from a borehole (WN-1) at the WNRE Research
Area. It shows several tube wave events of varying amplitudes radiating
from fracture zones. Detailed correlations of positions and ampli" .ides of
tube waves with open fractures detected from geological and hydt geological
studies suggest that large tube wave events can be used as reliable indica-
tors of fractures open to fluid flow.

13.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

If two or more open fractures are very close to each other (less
than 1.5 m), their resultant tube waves combine to become a broad waveform.
Whenever this occurs, the tube wave method may not be able to distinguish
each individual fracture because of the relatively low frequencies of the
tube waves involved. However, the broad waveform itself is a good indica-
tion of a large fracture zone.
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The tube-wave method does not seem applicable to depths shallower
than about 30 m because tube waves generated from direct surface arrivals
and the steel casing are so strong that they tend to mask those tube waves
generated from shallow open fractures. The factors controlling tube wave
amplitude are not yet fully understood. Features that produce large ampli-
tude tube waves appear to be permeable, but equally permeable features in
the same borehole may produce tube waves of much lower amplitude.

13.4 LOGISTIC CONSTRAINTS

The downhole seismic cable is stored on a winch, which can be
housed in a van or on a trailer. Any road on which a van or trailer has
access to the borehole is acceptable. There is no seasonal limitation on
tube wave recording. The tube-wave method is fast in field operation; over
600 m of hole can be logged in a day by two men.

13.5 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

Any fracture with a significant hydraulic conductivity intersec-
ting a borehole is likely to produce a tube wave. A large amplitude tube
wave is likely to be related to a fracture or fracture zone of relatively
high hydraulic conductivity. However, a small amplitude tube wave does not
appear to rule out relatively high hydraulic conductivity. The method pro-
vides relatively fast data acquisition and interpretation of tube-wave
events. Therefore it can provide a fast means of identifying zones of
potentially high hydraulic conductivity prior to detailed hydrogeological
testing. Since the seismic frequency (approximately 100-500 Hz) employed in
this scudy is relatively low, it is suggested that the tube-wave method may
monitor a macroscopic bulk property of the rock extending 8 to 15 m from the
borehole wall. Therefore, this method may possibly provide a way to improve
estimations of fracture permeabilities several metres into the immediate
vicinity of the borehole wall.

The tube-wave velocity is closely related to shear(S)-wave velo-
city and formation density. It can be measured very accurately as the tube
wave generally has high amplitude and low attenuation. Therefore, it can be
used as an indirect means of obtaining S-wave velocity when the S-wave
cannot be measured directly.

13.6 COSTS

The average field cost is about $1 000 per km of borehole.
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14. BOREHOLE RADAR

by L.S. Collett, Geological Survey of Canada (EMR)

14.1 DESCRIPTION

Borehole radar is an adaptation of the subsurface profiling radar
technique. The transmitting and receiving antennas are built into probe
sensors that can be lowered into the borehole. A two-antenna or a single-
antenna configuration is fixed and radar reflectors are profiled as a func-
tion of depth down the hole. The other method of carrying out borehole
radar is termed a transillumination survey. In this case a transmitting
antenna is lowered down one hole and a receiving antenna is lowered down
another hole- The antennas are either both moved simultaneously or else one
is fixed and the other one is moved. Analysis of the data can produce a
tomograph of the rock between the holes. Borehole radar has been used suc-
cessfully in mapping the outline of salt domes. In crystalline rock, water-
filled fracture zones or open air-filled fractures in rock are very good
radar reflectors. Even very thin cracks can give rise to quite strong re-
flections. An excellent example of a crack reflection is given in Annan et
al. (1979).

14.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

In borehole work to date, good reflections have been recorded from
known fractures. Range capability of the technique depends mainly on wave
attenuation in the propagation path. Attenuation is proportional to fre-
quency; therefore, reducing the frequency means increasing the range. Digi-
tal recording allows for postprocessing procedures similar to those well
known in seismic techniques.

14.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

The design of antennas for operation in a borehole is constrained
to fit into an NQ hole (76 mm). This severely limits the efficiency of the
antenna. Another drawback in the state-of-the-art is the necessity to im-
prove on the design of directional resolution in the plane perpendicular to
the borehole for the reflection method. Also, for a very long cable in a
borehole, the radar signals are degraded by electromagnetic coupling and
attenuation. Before a deep borehole radar system becomes effective, there
are major design improvements must be made-

14.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

Tests demonstrated the capability of radar to detect fracture
zones up to 20 m from the borehole. It can thus detect vertical fractures
that do not intersect the borehole. In crosshole techniques, the boreholes
could be 50 m apart for tracing fractures with the present state-of-the-art.
To be able to detect fine structures, the frequency should be increased to
near 1000 MHz. However, much experimentation and improvement in design must
be done before borehole radar becomes a viable tool.
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15. BOREHOLE VLF-EM METHOD

by A.V. Dyck, Geological Survey of Canada (EMR)
and J.G. Hayles (AECL)

15.1 DESCRIPTION

The surface very low frequency-electromagnetic (VLF-EM) method has
been used extensively in mineral exploration for direct detection of conduc-
tive deposits and for structural mapping. Routine application has been
outlined by Paterson and Ronka (1971) and shown to be effective in mapping
faults and shear zones (Scott 1980). The usual sources of electromagnetc
energy for VLF measurements are powerful military communication transmitters
with operating frequencies in the range 10 to 28 kHz. These stations are
normally a great distance from the survey area so that the primary field of
excitation is a uniform horizontal magnetic field.

The borehole VLF method uses the same primary field as the surface
method, but in lieu of measuring tilt of the magnetic field or wave impe-
dance (ratio of orthogonal electric and magnetic field components) measures
electric-field and magnetic-field components with sensors that are coaxial
with the drillhole (Figure 15-1). The magnetic-field sensor is an induction
coil and the electric-field sensor is a pair of electrodes spaced 10 m
apart.

The sensors are lowered into the hole (minimum diameter: 36 mm)
by a truck-mounted multiwire cable and winch system with a present depth
capability of 1100 m. The signal from the probe is carried up the cable to
the surface electronic installation (the receiver), which compares the down-
hole signal to a surface reference (a magnetic sensor oriented parallel to
the primary field). Both amplitude and phase comparisons are made continu-
ously as the probe travels along the borehole, thus producing in-phase and
quadrature-phase responses of either electric or magnetic fields as a func-
tion of depth. These fields are recorded along with the depth information
in digital form for subsequent processing and playback via microcomputer.
Profile display of the data can be obtained in the field location, thus
allowing on-site preliminary assessment of the results. One day is required
to collect and display a full data set for an 800-m hole (two-person crew).

15.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

VLF-EM measurements, particularly of the electric field, are
sensitive to relatively small conductivity contrasts such as are exhibited
by fractures and fracture zones containing water and altered rock material.
Such conductive features distort what would otherwise be a horizontal elec-
tric field within the earth. This mechanism of excitation, known as current
channelling, may well be the dominant mode for poorly conducting, large-
scale features such as fracture zones, as growing evidence suggests (for
example, Scott 1980). The phenomenon may be thought of as a 'short-cir-
cuiting' process. It therefore seems reasonable, as a first approach, to
interpret the electric-field results on the basis of frequency-independent
(or D.C.) theory.
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Where poorly conducting fracture zones lie nearby or are inter-
sected by a drillhole, measurement of the electric field in the hole will
give a characteristic signature. Basinet (1979) has provided computer
studies that illustrate the effect. Figure 15-2(a) demonstrates the 'S1

shaped response of a spherical conductor; in fact, this general shape would
be expected for any shape of conductor. If the conductor were intersected
by the drill hole, the anomaly would be more angular but the same pattern
would prevail.

Several diagnostic possibilities exist: (1) direction to the
conductor can be determined because the sense of the anomaly depends on
whether the conductor lies towards or away from the transmitter; (2) an
estimate of the geometric trend of a conductive feature can be made by using
orthogonal primary fields (two transmitters), which take advantage of the
azimuthal dependence illustrated in Figure 15-2(b); (3) conductive features
can be sorted by size (i.e., lateral extent away from the hole) because the
scale (width) of the anomaly depends on the scale of the conductor.

15.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

The method relies on conductivity contrast, large size and proxi-
mity to the hole; where the combination of these is not sufficient, detec-
tion will not be possible. Theoretical limits are in the process of being
established by means of computer modelling of simple shapes. Practical
limits for local conditions, such as uniformity of the rock, and prolifera-
tion of fractures are more difficult to assess, but must be considered.
More experience in a variety of conditions is necessary.

Directional determinations are approximations and, furthermore,
rely on the availability of orthogonal primary fields at the site of inves-
tigation. Application of a local-loop source for borehole surveys is pre-
sently under investigation (see Hayles and Sinha, 1982, for surface applica-
tion of local sources). In some instances a 180° ambiguity may exist. This
is caused partly by a lack of understanding of the phase relationships of
the fields at depth, which, in turn, indicates that there is much, of a
detailed practical nature, to be learned about the propagation of VLF fields
in geological media.

In a complex earth environment, such as the highly fractured Chalk
River site, where there is a plethora of anomalies (see Figure 15-3), the
exact location of the anomaly must be chosen in conjunction with drill-hole
resistivity logs. This does not, however, preclude the use of VLF results
for extrapolating the resistivity information away from the hole.

It is not possible to estimate fluid permeability of fracture
zones directly, although it is likely that the more permeable zones will
exhibit a more favourable conductivity contrast.

15.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

By detecting large fracture zones and estimating their geometric
properties (size, attitude, trend, location), this method supplies informa-
tion to corroborate or supplement hole-to-hole fracture correlation and
analysis. Figure 15-3 is an example of VLF-EM profiles from borehole CR-1
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at the Chalk. River site. The example illustrates that fracture zones (also
identified by geological observations, conventional geophysical logs, and
tubewave events), generate marked electric-field anomalies. The width of
the anomalies suggests that the fracture zones are fairly extensive (10 m or
larger). Differences between profiles are presumably caused by north-south
trending zones in the 200 to 250-m depth range (not confirmed).

In addition to providing information about intersected fracture
zones, it may be possible "o detect, at distances of several tens of metres,
completely blind large-scale features. The degree of success of the latter
will depend largely on the electrical uniformity of the rock mass.

The VLF technique is intended as an aid for the extrapolation of
geological information away from the drill hole and should be considered
complementary to other geophysical techniques such as conventional and tube-
wave logs. Considerable effort is still required to prove the method.
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16. GEOTHERMAL LOGGING

by M.J. Drury, Earth Physics Branch (EMR)

16.1 DESCRIPTION

Measurements of borehole temperatures to a precision of 0.01 K and
resolution of 0.002 K are made at discrete depth intervals (3 m or 8 m)
to define the geothermal gradient and to locate thermal anomalies. The
logging equipment consists of a single thermistor probe, a lightweight
four-conductor cable, a high-sensitivity Wheatstone bridge and a sensitive
electronic galvanometer. Temperatures are obtained by subtracting from the
recorded resistance of the thermistor and cable, that of the cable, and by
converting this thermistor resistance to temperature using a three-parameter
empirical relationship:

R = A exp (B/v+C)

where v is temperature and R is resistance. The parameters A, B and C are
obtained from calibration of the thermistor in the geothermics laboratory of
the Earth Physics Branch, EMR.

A quasi-continuous geothermal logging system has been acquired
from McPhar Geophysics, but is not yet in use.

16.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

The flow of water within open boreholes is a very effective means
for the transfer of heat; hence geothermal logging provides a technique for
locating and characterizing flows. In the NFWMP the primary concern is flow
in fractures in the rock mass. The flo^ can be within the borehole,
connecting two fracture systems; it can be along dipping fracture zones; or
it can be into fractures during the circulation of fluid while the hole is
being drilled. Each of these phenomena produces a characteristic thermal
signature that can be modelled mathematically (e.g., Drury and Jessop 1982,
Drury and Lewis 1983; Drury 1982).

Figure 16-1, from Drury (1982), is an example of the type of data
obtained. It is a single log of borehole URL-5 at the location of the pro-
posed Underground Research Laboratory in the Lac du Bonnet batholith.
Temperatures have been reduced by subtraction of a gradient of 11.0 m«km"*
in order to emphasize thermal anomalies. Three effects of water-bearing
fractures can be seen (Drury 1982):

(1) 'spike1 anomalies at depths of 100 m and 252 m, which represent
fractures that store circulation fluid lost during drilling;
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(2) a step change in temperature profile at 252 m, which indicates the
downward flow of water in the borehole from near the surface to an
exit point into the fracture at 252 m;

(3) a 13% increase in geothermal gradient below 252 m, which may indi-
cate the presence of water flow within a dipping fracture zone,
encountered by the borehole at that depth.

16.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

The main limitation is that other logging or hydrogeological
activities can seriously disturb the temperature of the water column in the
borehole. If sufficient time is not allowed for these disturbances to
dissipate, spurious thermal anomalies that cannot be properly interpreted
arise. Geothermal logging of new holes requires a carefully controlled
schedule of geophysical logging/hydrogeological activities.

Another limitation, lack of fine depth resolution, will be over-
come by the use of the quasi-continuous logging system.

Logistic constraints for the discrete logging system are unimpor-
tant, as the system is one-person portable, even in quite rugged terrain.
The continuous system, however, is four- to five-person portable, and must
be truck mounted for carriage as close as possible to the borehole location.

16.4 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

Geothermal logging provides an indication of the normal geothermal
gradient. Such information is of great importance in the modelling of the
thermal response of the rock mass to the presence of a nuclear fuel waste
disposal vault, and to the possible perturbation to the thermal regime,
should fluid flow be induced.

Quantitative estimation of water flow across fractures or within
boreholes is of importance in the evaluation of rock masses for nuclear fuel
waste disposal. In combination with other selected geophysical techniques,
characterization of fracture systems is possible.

16.5 COSTS

As field work is done by EPB (or AECL personnel) with EPB
equipment, and as data reduction, interpretation and reporting are done
entirely in-house, costs are essentially only travel and living expenses.
When the continuous logger is fully operational, costs will increase, owing
to the need for truck rental and extra personnel if the logging system needs
to be carried by hand.
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17. AQUIFER TIDE METHOD

by D.R. Bower, Earth Physics Branch (EHR)

17.1 DESCRIPTION

The basis for the aquifer tide method lies in the mechanical
response of a single-plane fracture to the stresses induced by the regular
tidal deformation of the solid earth. The response of the fracture is
derived from measurements of the water level in an intersecting open bore-
hole or, preferably, from fluid pressure measurements made within a sealed-
off interval of borehole open only to the fracture. The response is inter-
preted on the assumption that the fracture is isolated and embedded in an
otherwise impermeable medium and that the tidal stresses are predictable,
both in magnitude and direction.

Tidal stresses are generated throughout the Earth because of the
periodic variation, with respect to both location and time, of the gravita-
tional attraction of the moon and the sun. The stresses near the surface
lie mainly in a horizontal plane and, therefore, influence steeply dipping
plane fractures more than horizontal fractures. Two main groups of frequen-
cies are involved: a family of stress components of near-diurnal frequency
and a family of near-semidiurnal frequency. The diurnal family is of
greatest intensity in the north-south direction, while the semidiurnal
family is greatest in the east-west direction. It can be shown also that
when the phases of the individual stress components are compared to some
absolute standard, such as the motion of the sun, there are systematic
differences in their phases, which are dependent on their direction in the
horizontal plane. For example, if the phase of the semidiurnal stresses
lying in the first and third quadrants is taken to be positive, then the
phase of these lying in the second and fourth quadrants will be negative.
The opposite situation occurs in the case of diurnal stresses. This system-
atic behaviour will be reflected in the phases of the observed tidal consti-
tuents and, therefore, will be diagnostic of the fracture orientation.

The foregoing is a sufficient basis for interpreting the observa-
tions in the "undrained" or no-flow case such as when fluid pressure
measurements are made within a tightly packed off borehole interval strad-
dling the fracture of interest. In the general case, however, there is some
draining to the borehole, and other parameters such as fracture aperture,
extent of the fracture (cylindrical flow is assumed) and the compressibility
of the asperities become important. A tidal interpretation cannot determine
all these parameters at once, but may help to determine them when used with
other available data such as hydrological tests and borehole logs.

A logical extension of the tidal method of fracture characteriza-
tion involves interpreting the fracture pore pressure variations that occur
in response to changes in atmospheric pressure. The tidal stress is simply
replaced by the component of atmospheric loading stress normal to the frac-
ture plane. To the extent that this component can be predicted, the obser-
vations of water level in the borehole will permit an independent determina-
tion of the same parameters as the tide method, except fracture strike.
This is potentially a very useful supplement to the tidal technique but
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observations so far suggest that the predictions of atmospheric loading are
systecatically too large. Thus improvements are required in the atmospheric
loading model.

17.2 DATA AND/OR INFORMATION PRODUCED

The data produced consist of water-level or fluid-pressure
readings at 1-h intervals. Typical water-level data and atmospheric pres-
sure are illustrated in Figure 17-1. The information produced consists of
estimates for, or constraints on, the parameters descr .bing the equivalent
single fracture consistent with the tidal observations.

17.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE METHOD

(1) This is a new technique and the applicability of the theory to
practical cases has not yet been fully demonstrated.

(2) Limitations are similar to those of pressure transient tests; the
principal one is in interpreting the response of multiple
fractures.

(3) The effects of fracture deformability and radial extent are not
clearly separable. The precise mechanism of fracture
deformability is questionable.

(4) It is necessary to observe for a period of at least two weeks and
preferably longer.

17.4 LOGISTIC CONSTRAINTS AND COSTS

There are trade-offs between constraints and costs. A satisfac-
tory arrangement, from the standpoint of minimum labour and maximum relia-
bility, consists of the following:

(1) The data logger is multichannel with an all solid-state memory and
able to operate for several months on a single 12-V storage
battery. Memory capacity, assuming six-channel sampling at 1-h
intervals and 14-bit accuracy, is about three weeks. Cost,
$5000.

(2) Pressure-type transducers, 0 to 5 psi range, 0.75-in. (1.65-mm)
diameter, 0.1-mm sensitivity. Cost, $850 (each).

(3) The modem for transmission of logger data to the mainframe compu-
ter is via telephone. (Logger and modem are carried to closest
telephone at least once every three weeks but preferably once per
week.) Cost, $200.

(4) The boreholes to be monitored should be located within several
hundred feet of the data logger. Three-wire shielded cable is
required to each transducer. Cost, $200 (per 1000 feet).

1 psi = 6.89 kPa
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FIGURE 17-1: Sample Water Levels and Atmospheric Pressure Records for Chalk
River Boreholes (after Bower et al. 1981).

(5) An enclosure for the data logger and battery is required for pro-
tection from moisture and from temperature extremes. The logger
must be operated within the temperature range 0 to 30°C.

17.5 APPLICABILITY TO ROCK-MASS EVALUATION

This method is similar to pressure transient testing with the
added feature of being diagnostic of fracture-plane orientation. In parti-
cular circumstances estimates of, or constraints on, the radial extent of
the fracture may be obtained.
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18. SUMMARY

Geophysical activities have, until now, been directed towards the
concept assessment phase of the NFWMP. They include applications of conven-
tional geophysical methods at Research Areas, some improvements to methods,
and some innovative methods developed specifically for use in the program.
Three survey categories are employed in the program, viz. reconnaissance
and/or airborne surveys, detailed or surface surveys, and borehole or sub-
surface surveys. Instrumental and interpretational modifications and inno-
vations have occurred mainly in the last two categories of survey.

Table 18-1 summarizes the three categories of geophysical methods
employed in the concept assessment phase of the program and their main
applications in terms of site screening and site evaluation. Table 18-2
summarizes the present status of these methods in terms of instrumental and
software development and operational status.

18.1 SUMMARY OF GEOPHYSICAL METHODS FOR SITE SCREENING

Site screening is the process of comparing several rock masses at
the reconnaissance survey scale with the objective of selecting one or more
for further detailed investigation in a site evaluation process. Site
screening should answer questions concerning the bulk characteristics of the
rock mass; e.g., is it large enough in area and depth extent? Is it reason-
ably free of deep vertical fractures? Is there sufficient outcrop for
detailed mapping? What is the thickness of overburden? Is the site in a
relatively stable region? Other aspects of site screening will be answered
by similar geological and other related studies. The methods used to answer
these and similar questions should be standardized and should provide a
means for fairly rapid assessment. Airborne surveys or air-supported ground
surveys provide the best approach to site screening.

Recommended methods include total field and vertical gradient
aeroaiagnetics, helicopter-borne EM and VLF-EM surveys, helicopter-supported
ground reconnaissance gravity surveys and magnetotelluric stations. The
magnetic and gravity surveys will provide information on the extent and bulk
structure of the rock mass; its area, thickness, shape, homogeneity and
boundaries. The magnetotelluric stations will yield information on the
structural integrity and electrical resistivity of the pluton. The magnetic
vertical gradient, EM, and VLF-EM surveys will provide information on over-
burden thickness, on frequency of major vertical fractures and conductors,
and on the location of vertical and near-vertical contacts and dykes in both
the rock mass and surrounding rocks. These reconnaissance surveys along
with rock sample collections will also yield important information on elec-
trical properties of overburden, electrical and magnetic rock properties and
variations in rock density. Ongoing data collection and historical data on

regional seismicity will provide information on the long-term stability of
the regions selected for further evaluation.

18.2 SUMMARY OF GEOPHYSICAL METHODS FOR SITE EVALUATION

Having selected a rock mass for further detailed investigation by
site screening, the next phase of the site-selection process is called site



TABLE 18. 1

GEOPHYSICAL METHODS AND MAJOR APPLICATION

SITE SCREENING

GEOPHYSICAL METHOD RECONNAISSANCE/
AIRBORNE OR
SURFACE „

Aeromagnctics
(Total Field)
Aftromagnet i ca
(Vertical Gradient.)
Airborne EM/V1.F EM
«ravity
Regional Seismic ity
HH Seismic Reflection
Surface Radar
Sunar Sounding (Lakes)
Surface Electrical VI.K EM
Audiomagnelotdlur ics
Tensor Hagnetotellurics
Magnet ometric Resi st'ivi ty
Surface Magnetics
Standard Logging
Cross Hole Seismic
Tube Wave "eismic
Borehole Radar
Borehole VLF KM
Ceothermal Logging
Aquifer Tide Monitoring

SITE EVALUATION

DETAILED/
SURFACE

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

SUBSUKFACE

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

BULK STRUCTURE
AMD/OR PROPERTIES

2
2
1
2
1

2
1

I
1
1
1
2
2
3
2
2

MAJOR APPLICATIONS

SURFACE
FRACTURES

3

2
1
2

-

1
2
1

1
-
2
-
-
-
-
-
-

SUBSURFACE
FRACTURES

_

3
3

1

2

3
1

2
3
1
1
1
1
3
?
1

LOMG TERM
STABILITY

_

-
-

-
-
-

-
-

-

-
-
1

OVERBURDEN

_

_

2
2
-

1
1
2
-

-
-

1. method provides definitive, quantitativ« Information.
2. method provides less definitive, quantitative Information.
3. method provides qualitative information.

I
V©



TABLE 18*2

PRESENT STATUS OF GEOPHYSICAL METHODS

INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

GEOPHYSICAL HBTHOD STANDARD
METHODS

Aeromagnetles
(Total Field) X
Aeroisagnrtl cs
(Vert irai Gradient) X

Airborne EM/VLK EM X
Gravity X
Regional Seismic H y X
HK Seismic Reflection X
Surface Radar X
Sonar Sounding <Lakes) X
Surface Electrical VLP EM X
Audiumagnetotellurics X
Tensor Magnotot.fllurica X
Hagnetometric Resistivity X
Surface Magnet les X
St andard Logging X
Cross Hole Se i smic
Tube Wave Seismic
Borehole Radar
Borehole VLF EM
Geothennal Logging X
Aquifer Tide Monitoring

SOFTWARE/INTERPRETATION
DEVElOPMENT

STANDARD
METHODS

PRESENT STATUS

Standard operational systems

Standard operational systems

Standard operational systems
Standard operational systems
New operational network
Operational system»
Operational systems
Operational systems
Operational systems
Operational systems
Operational systems
Operational systems
Operat ional systems
Operational systems
New prototype operational aysten
New operational system
Eiperinenttl systems
New prototype operational system
Operational systems
New operational systcn
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evaluation. The geophysical aspects of site evaluation can be divided into
surface or ground investigations and subsurface or borehole investigations.
The same methods as used in site screening should be employed in follow-up
ground surveys on a systematic grid entirely within the rock mass to answer
the same questions as before but on a local scale (i.e., in much more de-
tail). Thus ground magnetic total-field and vertical-gradient surveys can
map lithological variations, vertical contacts and dykes, and fracture den-
sity in more detail depending on the station spacing and grid dimensions.
Detailed gravity surveys can map thickness variations and lithological vari-
ations or, conversely, uniformity of composition. Surface EM and VLF-EM
surveys can map overburden resistivity and thickness and vertical or near-
vertical conductors (water-filled fractures) to depths ranging from a few
tens of metres to about 200 metres. Depending on the choice of system and
the frequency range it may be possible to map deeper conductors to a pos-
sible maximum depth of 600 m. In addition, radar and shallow refraction
seismic methods will yield detailed information on overburden thickness and,
in the case of radar, can be used to detect the water table. High- resolu-
tion reflection seismic surveys and magnetotelluric surveys should be used
to locate subhorizontal fracture zones and to investigate rock mass quality.
Magnetotellurics can provide information on electrical resistivity and
structure at much greater depths (kilometres and tens of kilometres) than
most controlled-source electrical methods.

Subsurface or borehole geophysical methods will yield detailed
information, either by direct measurement or by interpretation of logs, on
the geometric and hydraulic properties of fractures and on the physical
properties of rocks and/or fractures. Tables 18-3 and 18-4 summarize the
geometric and hydraulic properties of fractures, respectively, that are
detectable by the various borehole geophysical methods tested in the NFWMP.
Table 18-5 summarizes the physical properties of rocks and fractures that
are detectable by the same borehole methods.

Although virtually all borehole geophysical methods listed in
Table 18-3 can be used to locate fractures and to give an estimate of frac-
ture density, the standard logging methods developed for use in sedimentary
strata by the oil industry generally cannot provide the information on geo-
metric properties of fractures that is required in the NFWMP. Thus non-
standard methods (listed in the lower half of Tables 18-3, 18-4 and 18-5)
were developed or modified to provide this information. Of prime importance
are subsurface methods that can measure or extrapolate these parameters away
from or between boreholes. The most successful development has been the
cross-hole seismic method, which produces a map of fracture density between
boreholes. By observing velocity and amplitude variation, it is possible to
detect macro- and microcracks, lithological changes and geological structure
between boreholes up to 300 m apart. Thus quantitative information on the
orientation, dip, length and above all hole-to-hole connectivity can be
obtained, although this does not necessarily imply hydrogeological connec-
tion. Borehole radar methods now under development should yield similar
information. The borehole VLF-EM method has the potential to estimate the
geometric properties of large fracture zones including orientation, dip and
length. The aquifer tide method is diagnostic of fracture plane orientation
and in some cases can yield information on the radial extent of fractures.



TABLE 18.3

BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL METHODS AND GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF FRACTURES

GEOPHYSICAL METHOD ORIENTATION ATTITUDE/
DIP

HOLE TO HOLE/
CONNECTIVITY

FRACTURE LOCATION/
FRACTURE DENSITY

Standard
Culiper
Natural Gaiwna
Neutron Neutron
Canin* Gamma
SP

Cingle Point Resistance
Normal Resistivity
focused Beam Resistivity
Fluid Conductivity
Temperature
Sonic

Cross Hole Seismic-
Tube Wave Seismic
Borehole Radar
Borehole VLF KM
Geuthermal Logging
Aquifer Tide Monitoring
Hagnetic Susceptibility Logging

!

1. method provides definitive, quantitative Informât Ion .
2. method provides less definitive, quantitative Information.
3. method provides qualitative information.



TABLE 18.4

BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL METHODS AND HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF FRACTURES

GKOPHVSICAL METHOD FRACTURE POROSITY/ FLUID FLOW FLOW
WATER CONTENT DIRECTION

HYDRAULIC FLUID
CONDUCTIVITY TEMPERATURE

SALINITY

Standard Lu&&ing
C*1Jper
Natural Gamma
Neutron Mout ron
Canna Comma
SP
Single Point Rciiistanc«
Normal Resistivity
Vocueod Bt-am Resistivity
Fluid Conductivity
Temperature
Sonic

Cross Hole So Î ismic
Tube Wave Seisn.ic
Boffhalo Radar
Borehole VI.F KM

A(|u i f er Tide Mon Ï Locinf,
Matn<"t ir- Susrcpt U*i 111 y

1. method provides def ini t i ve , quantitative informat ion.
2. method provides less definitive, quantitative information.
3. method provides qualitative informât ion.



TABLE 18.5

BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICAL METHODS AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCKS AND/OR FRACTURES

GEOPHYSICAL METHOD UTHOLOCY MINERALOGY DENSITY MAGNETIC RESISTIVITY/ RADIOACTIVITY P- OR S-WAVE CEOTHBSHAL
SUSCEPTIBILITY CONDUCTIVITY VELOCITY GRADIENT

Standard Lugging
Caliper
Natural Gamma
Neutron Neutron
Gamma Gamma
SP
Single Point Res Î stance
Normal Resistivity
Kocused Beam Resistivity
Fluid Conductivity
Temperature
Son ic

Cross Hule Sei umi c
Tube Wave Seismic
Borehole Radar
Borehole VLF EM
CeoI normal Logging
Aqui f «T T i dp Mon i t'ir i ng
Magnetic Susceptibility l.op

CO

I

1. method provides definitive, quantitative informât ion.
? . method provides less definitive, quantitative i nformat ion,
3 . method provides qualitative i nformat ion.
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Geophysical borehole methods applied in the NFWMP generally have
not been successful in yielding quantitative information on the hydraulic

properties of fractures (Table 18-4), although the standard logs are used
extensively in the planning of hydrogeologic tests. Some standard logs give
an indication of fracture permeability and fracture porosity, but definitive
information is obtainable only by hydrogeologic testing of boreholes. The
seismic tube wave, borehole VLF-EM and aquifer tide methods will permit the
determination of some parameters of water-filled fractures remote from the
borehole. Relative amplitudes of tube waves appear to correlate with
measured hydraulic conductivities and may provide a means of estimating
fracture permeabilities several metres away from the borehole. Geothermal
logging yields quantitative estimates of water flow between fractures in
open boreholes, as well as important information on the thermal properties
of the rock mass.

Standard logs are useful for studying the physical properties of
rocks and fracture fillings, rock quality and hole-to-hole correlations
(Table 18-5) in a qualitative manner. The information contained in these
logs does have the potential for quantitative interpretation of crystalline
rock mass properties and research efforts in this direction will continue in
the future within the NFWMP.

During the concept assessment phase of the NFWMP, several geophys-
ical borehole methods were not assessed due either to lack of funds or
nonavailability of suitable instrumentation. One of these promising methods
is the borehole y-ray spectrometry technique, which provides valuable infor-
mation on rock composition. A lack of state-of-the-art acoustic logging
instrumentation in the suite of standard logging tools has resulted in the
integrity of the rock mass not being investigated properly by this method.
A newly developed borehole magnetic susceptibility sensor will be assessed
in the near future, as the study of magnetic susceptibility on cores has
proved to be a most useful technique for investigating mineralogy and char-
acterizing the rock mass.
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